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The Liberty Boys After the Jagers
I

I

THE AMERICAN CAUSE IN PERIL
By HARRY MOORE
ketll, pistols and other munitions, and the Liberty Boys ke'Pt
a most jealous watch over them.
These things had been sent from Richmond, then threatTHE ATTACK ON THE FARMHOUSE.
1 ened by the British Earl, and placed in the care of Dick
Slater.
It was in Virginia in the summer of the year 1778.
The Liberty Boys had their camp in the vicinity, and the
Cornwallis was trying with all his might to bring the colony
cave was most carefully guarded.
under his subjection.
The instant that Dick heard rumors that the enemy was
The American cause was in peril, but the people were rallyexpected, he sent out scouting parties in several directions.
ing nobly to throw off the shackles of oppression.
He and his two lieutenants formed one, and there were
Among those fighting vigorously for the cause were one
'
others not far distant.
hundred brave youths known as the Liberty Boys.
The three boys were at some little distance from the camp,
They came mostly from Westchester County, in New York
State, but they had members from the Jerseys, from New 'near a small stream, in a region where the houses were not
very close together.
England and from many parts of the South. .
Suddenly they saw smoke rising above the trees, not far
Their captain was Dick Slater, the first lieutenant was Bob
Estabrook, his closest friend, and the second lieutenant was I off.
It was not like the smoke which ordinarily rises from a
Mark Morrison, one of the bravest of the brave, and trusted
chimney.
implicitly by Dick, Bob and all the Liberty Boys.
It was black and heavy, and there were many sparks.
Cornwallis, besides the British regulars, had many Hes"Something is wrong, boys," said Dick. "I fear that a
sians, Anspruchers and other foreign mercenaries under his
house has caught fire."
command.
At that very moment a shrill scream was heard.
There were also the Queen's Rangers, American Loyalists
Then there came a cry for help in a young girl's voice.
under British officers, and, hated more than all the others
"Forward!" cried Dick.
for their cruelty and rapacity, the Jagers.
At once the three boys dashed ahead.
These foreigners were cruel, thieving, inhuman wretches
Around a turn in the road they came upon a startlinit
in every sense, committing every crime under the guise of
soldiers, and thoroughly hated and despised by every patriot. sight.
In a little hollow back from the road were a low, rambling
Not Tarleton, "the butcher," with his Royal Legion, nor
Simcoe, with his Queen's Rangers, nor Johnson and his Royal house and a number of outbuildings.
The barn was on fire, and, as it contained a quantity of
Greens, were so thoroughly hated as the Jagers.
The Liberty Boys had a thorough contempt for them, and hay, there was no chance of saving it.
The horses had been led out, but near the house were two
let no chance slip to visit upon them the severest punishment.
The greater part of these brave boys had been fighting for cows, which had been killed.
Bound to a tree in front of the old house was an old man.
independence almost since the beginning of the war.
Two stalwart fellows in the uniforms of Jagers were whipThey were like veterans, therefore, and were trusted and
respected by every American general under whom they had ping him with their riding-whips.
An elderly woman was trying to reach him, but was held
fought.
Dick Slater and' his two lieutenants w~re riding along a by two Jagers.
And they were trying to kiss a young girl of seventeen,
country r?ad some~hing north of the. James Riv~r and near
and she it was who had called for help.
.
a m?untamous regio~, one afternoon m summer.
She now screamed again, as she struggled to free herself
Dick rode a magruficent,. coal-black horse of pure Arabian
from the brutal fellow, almost a giant in size:
blood, whom he called MaJor.
"Fire!" hissed Dick.
He had captured the animal from the enemy some years
The boys needed no second command.
before, had taught him many things, and was justly proud
Crack-crack-crack!
of him, Major being very intelligent.
Three or four shots rang out in quick succession.
Bob was well mounted and Mark bestrode a big gray, the
Each of the boys had a number of pistols in his belt, bethree boys in their neat, well-fitting Continental uniforms,
sides those in the holsters.
presenting a striking appearance.
Crack-crack-crack!
Dick had heard that Cornwallis was sending a force to capAlready the shots had taken effect.
ture a quantity of stores in the neighborhood.
Of the Jagers whipping the old man, one received a bullet
He was, therefore, on the lo.Qkout for the enemy, so as to
wound in the shoulder.
give the alarm.
The other lost his hat and wig and received a bad scalp
Besides the stores mentioned, the Liberty Boys had charge
of a quantity of arms and ammunition stored in a cave in wound.
The two scoundrels holding the old woman were both
the hills, not far distant.
There were kegs of gunpowder, boxes of cartridges, mus- wounded, 011.e in the arm and one ill the lee.

CHAPTER I.
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It was a dlfl'icult matter to hit the Jager with whom the
girl was struggling.
There was danger of hitting her instead of her insulter.
Dashing forward, Dick leaped from his horse, drew his
sword and rushed upon the villainous foreigner.
At the same moment four or five other Jagers came from
the heuse, throwing clocks, chairs and tables upon the ground,
breaking them in pieces.
Then other Jagers came running from the barn.
"Release that girl and defend yourself, you brute!" hissed
Dick.
A stinging slap with his open hand upon the red cheek of
the ruffian secured his attention.
The Jager, who was a sergeant, released the girl, drew a
pistol and aimed it point blank at Dick's head.
A sweep of Dick's blade sent the pistol flying.
Bob was fighting vigorously with two of the Jagers, having dismounted.
Mark now sprang to the ground, drew his sword and attacked two more.
There were more Jagers coming, and those on the ground
already outnumbered the three young patriots.
Three of them attacked Dick Slater simultaneously.
Another attempted to rush in behind and stab Dick in the
back.
The girl, released by the Jager, picked up the fallen pistol.
Crack!
The treacherous fellow about to stab Dick from behind fell
backward with a wound in his shoulder.
He dropped his sword, which the girl at once secured.
First cutting the cords binding the old man, she sprang
to Dick's side and opposed the Jagers most valiantly.
"Good girl!" cried Mark, springing alongside. "We'll conquer these villains yet."
There were a dozen or more of the Jagers now, however,
e.d the situation was indeed desperate for the plucky boys.

CHAPTER II.
A BRAVE DEFENSE.

Suddenly the shrill notes of a bugle were heard and then

a cheer.

Dick shot a quick glance toward the road and saw two
boys come dashing on.
On top of a little \rise was another, mounted on a horse
and blowing the bugle vigorously.
The two boys, one riding a beautiful b~y mare and the
other mounted on a white horse, rode forward at full speed
and leaped from their saddles.
They were both Liberty Boys, and were going to take a
hand in the scrimmage.
Drawing their pistols, they began blazing away at the
Jagers.
The old man, having been freed by his wife, now ran into
the house and brought out an old musket. _
The first shot he fired laid one of the Jagers dead at his
feet.
The woman had an axe which she wielded vigorously, cutting down a Jager who attempted to shoot her husband.
The boy at the top of the hill had not sounded his bugle
in vain.
There was the hurried tramp of horses, and two parties of
Liberty Boys, half a dozen in each, were seen coming from
different directions.
Then the bugler put away his instrument and rushed into
the fight with a whoop.
~
"Hooroo! Give it to dhim, bhysl" he roared, with a rich
brogue. "Dhrive dhim out, the marauders!"
The newcomers quickly joined Dick and his party, and now
the rattle of muskets and pistols was incessant.
Then more Liberty BoFS came up by the road and from
the stream, and the Jagers were outnumbered.
They, now fled in haste, many being glad to get away on
foot.
The Liberty Boys seized the horses of the Jagers wherever they could.
•
They did not bother with prisoners, and tf they drove the
Jagers away they were satisfied.
Three or four were dead, one or two were mortally
wounded, and several had received serious hurts.

Many of the boys had been wounded, although not seriously.
The Jagers were in full flight when a lieutenant and a
score of mounted militiamen rode up.
"Hallo! Been having a brush with the Dutchman, have
you?" he said. "I didn't know there were any about."
"I had heard that there were, but had not seen them," said
Dick.
.
"How many were there?"
"About twenty, more or less, but I don't know where the
n;i.ain body is."
"Well, you served the plundering marauders right, and I
am only sorry that I could not have come up in time to take
a hand in thrashing the scoundrels."
"I am sorry you could not. These foreign hirelings have
earned the contempt of the whole people, and they deserve
all they get."
"Well, I am going after them. You cannot save the barn
now, I suppose?"
"No, but we can save the rest."
The militiamen then rode off in pursuit of the Jagers.
The barn was already past saving.
The other buildings and their contents could be saved, however, and the Liberty Boys got to work.
Two cows had been slaughtered and another burned up,
only one, with her calf, being saved.
The two horses were safe, but a quantity of hay was
!:>urned, and much damage had been done in the house.
"It was wanton destruction," sputtered Bob, angrily, "and
these Jagers are no better than outlaws. I don't call them
soldiers."
"They are not, they are brutes!" cried Mark, "and the lowest kind."
"Dey was picks, dot was what dey was," said a fat German Liberty Boy. "Dey was choost swine alretty. Dey
don'd was ein mans among dem."
"Thrue for yez, Cookyspiller," cried Patsy Brannigan, "an'
dhey do be dirthy pigs at dhat, an' not fit for makin' good
pork at all at all."
·
The German boy's name was Carl Gookenspieler, but Patsy
never could get it straight.
"The soldiers demanded my father's money," said the girl
to Dick, "and when he said he had none, they beat him."
The boys had removed the dead out of sight of the girl,
and the wounded were now taken to one of the outbuildings.
Those who could not possibly recover were made as comfortable as possible.
The wounds of the others were attended to, and then Dick
said to Carl:
"lf you · can make them understand, tell them that those
who can go will be paroled, but that they must get away as
soon as possible."
Carl spoke in German to the J agers, and, although his dialect was different from theirs, they understood him.
"Dey wants to knowed off you wa,s went to killed dem,"
said Carl, "und I toldt dem dey was foolish."
"They kill their own wounded prisoners," cried Bob, in disgust, "and they think that everybody is as brutal as they

are."
"I toldt dem dot we don'd was like dot been," added Carl,

"und dey t'ought I don'd was toldt der trut' alretty."
"Tell them to get away as fast as they can," said Dick,
"and not to return. I won't answer for some of the people
of the section if these fellows are caught."
Those who could get away made all haste to leave, but
without a word or look of thanks to Dick.
One of them even told Carl that the "rebels" were fools
not to kill them when they had the chance.
"Humbug!" said Carl. "You don'd was solchers, you was
picks, und I make mein feets dirty off I was kick you alretty."
This he repeated in German and turned away in disgust.
"I wa~t to make some return to you and your brave fellows, Captain," said the old man. "Will you accept these two
cows ? They will furnish food for the Liberty Boys. We
could not use it all before it would spoil."
"We did not e~pect any reward, sir, for wh~t we did. It
is our duty to :protect the people against these marauders."
"But you have to eat," said t he girl, smiling.
"To be sure," laughed Dick.
"Then if you will please accept this slight return for what
you have done, I shall be more than pleased."
"I cannot refuse, miss," with a smile.
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"Take Paul and hurry off to the camp of the militia and
tell them the Jagers are coming."
Lafayette, with Wayne and Steuben, we1·e in the region,
but too far away to communicate with at that time.
"All right," said Jack. "Hallo, Paull"
"Aye!" cried ·the boy on the white horse, who had beell
with Jack the day before.
This was Paul Howes, one of the newest of the Liberty
Boys, and greatly liked by all.
He was a Carolina boy, full of pluck and just the sort of
youth that the boys liked.
"Come with me," said Jack.
"All right," and away rode Paul without a question.
Then other Liberty Boys came in, bringing similar reports
to that brought by George.
"I hope we'll get back in time to have some of the fun, as
Patsy calls it," said Jack.
"Yes, it would be too bad if we could not help to punish
these foreign mercenaries."
Away rode the two boys at full speed.
Di.ck now marshalled his forces, some in the road and some
behind the ruined barn, out of sight.
At length the tramp of horses thundering along the road
could be heard.
Many of them were of fine, blooded $tock, stolen by Cornwalli& from the gentleman planters of that region.
It was said that Tarleton's men were mounted on racehorses, for many a private stable had been despoiled of ita
best stock during the British E!arl's raids through Virginia.
Some of the horses captured by Dick Slater the day before
had formerly belonged to some wealthy planter, he well
knew.
Louder and louder grew the thunder of hoofs as the enemy
came on.
Instead of terrifying the brave boys, it made them all the
more eager to face the foe.
At last they came in sight.
"Vorwaertsl" cried the leader, hoarsely.
A swift glance of the enemy as they came on reTealed to
Dick Slater many of those who had given their word the day
before that they would not again take up arms ap.inst the
CHAPTER III.
patriots.
THE RETURN OF THE ENEMY.
"Stand steady, boys," he said. ''There is a good deal of
Dick Slater and nearly the full company of the Liberty bluster and noise to these fellows."
The gallant lads grasped their muskets firmly, ready to
Boys were at the Carter house bright and early the next
fire upon the instant the word was given.
morning.
Dick did not mean to waste any time in parleyinJr with the
Some of the wounded J agers had died during the night,
the others having gone away an hour before the arrival of Jagers.
The latter, seeing only a small force, as they npposed,
the Liberty Boys.
Nothing had been heard from the J agers <luring the night, confronting them, came on with a rush.
Bob and his party were behind the ruined bam, waiting to
but the militiamen had been in the neighborhood part of the
·
fall upon the enemy's flank. _
time.
On came the Jagers, firing a scattered volley.
These had now gone, ·a nd E unice was glad to see the boys
Dick waved his sword.
a gain, feeling very apprehensive.
To the boys it was a signal to make ready.
"If the Jagers are in the neighborhood we must locate
"Fire!" he shouted.
them," said Dick, "and drive th em out."
At once the brave fellows answered.
"They are vengeful, spit eful fellows," declared Eunice,
Crash-roar!
"and I am full of apprehension that they will return and visit
The ranks of the Liberty Boys fairly blazed.
their wrath upon us for the punishment you gave them yesIt was a tremendous volley, solidly delivered, and it had
terday."
"There are more of us now, my girl," said Dick, reassur- its effect.
The enemy felt the shock of it and began to recoil.
ingly.
Then Bob suddenly threw his force upon the enemy, dell.,..
"Yes, I know it, but these inhuman brutes may return in
ering a telling volley.
g reater numbers."
Then the one hundred brave fellows fairly hurled them"We shall be ready for them," resolutely.
"Besides, the people are a roused," added Bob, •and at the selves upon the foreign hirelings.
Delivering a rattling pistol volley, they charged, using their
first sigb. of these wret ch es, will come swarming out upon
sabers and doing great execution.
t hem."
From time to time the Jagers tried to cut Dick oft', but at
The boys were posted along the road up and Q.own, and
Dick had also sent two or three to climb some of the tallest every attempt the gallant lads flew to the rescue, and the
enemy were forced to :fight for their own safety.
trees they could find and keep a lookout for the enemy.
Then, when the Jagers, gathering all their force for a deThere was little dang~that the Jagers could approach
cisive blow, came hurling themselves upon the fearless boya,
without being seen, there~.
In fact , it was not ve~ long before Harry Thurber. at the the sound of a bugle was heard.
"Hooroo! Here dhey are!" roared Patsy. 'Shtand flrm.
top of one tree, signalled to Harry Judson, in another, that
me young hayroesl"
h e thought he saw horsemen approaching.
There was a roar of laughter at this, and Dick had no need
Then George Brewst er came riding in at full speed, and
r eported that he had seen a large party of mounted Jagers to bid the boys stand their ground.
On came the militia, horse and foot, Jack and Paul ridiq
coming f r om the south.
with them.
"As many as the Liberty Boy$, George?" asked Dick.
There was still time for Jack to take part in the fight, and
"Quite as many," was the reply.
he _quickly joined the Liberty Boys.
"Hallo, J acki" called mck.
The ~ant fellows met the attack of the J889ft aad
"Here! " answered the dashing fellow, galloping up on his
back.
hurled
bay mare.

"Did they take your money, sir?" asked Bob.
"I have non e to take, and I told these thieves so. And
t hen they beat me, me, a citizen of the republic! The s'houndrels deserved death for that !"
"You are quite right ," shortly.
"This may prove a lesson to these ruffians, or it may not,"
said Mark.
"Some men never learn by hard experience," declared Jack
Warren, the boy who rode the bay mare.
He was from New Jersey, had been with the Liberty Boys
t hree years, and was the chum of Mark Morrison, the dashin9, second lieutenant.
'If their heads were not a s thick as their helmets, you
might get something int o them," ret?rted George Brewster,
another Jersey boy, who had been a year longer with the
troop than J ack.
"The only thing t o make an impression on them is an
axe," retorted Ben Spurlock, one of t he jolliest of the boys.
The boys put t he house in some sort of orde1·, buried the
dead Jagers, smothered the :fire so that it would not again
burst out, and then, with the carcasses of the cows and the
captured horses, rode away t o camp.
The ~'irl, whose name was Eunice Carter, thanked them
heartily and asked them to come again, her parents echoing
the wish.
"You may not be troubled again," said Dick, "but we shall
patrol the neighborhood and get aft er these Jagers if they
put in an appearance."
"I hope they won't," said Eunice, "but we shall be glad to
see you often, even if they don 't ."
The boys then rode away, as evening was approaching, and
they were at some distance from their camp.
"Do you really think the J agers won't come again, Dick?"
'
asked Bob, as they rode on.
"No, I believe they will come, Bob, and I mean to be prnpared for them, but I did not wish to alarm her needlessly."
"Just as I thought," dryly.

'
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"The next time they annoy you, use these. The sight of
them will be sufficient, I guess."
Eunice smiled.
"I think they will," she said.
Dick now turned . to the bullies.
One or two had already taken themselves off.
"If I hear of you young reprobates annoying this young
lady again," he said, "there will be trouble."
"She's er rebel,'' snarled one.
"Wasn't doin' nothin' 'cept tryin' ter kiss her," growled
another.
"Some gals likes to be kissed," said a third, with a coarse
.
laugh.
"I am nl)t going to argue the matter," said Dick. "You
were annoying her, and if you don't clear out--"
He took a step toward the Tory bullies.
They at once fied.
"Yah, rebel, rebel, we ain't erskeered er yer!" yelled one
or two at a safe distance.
Dick leaped into the saddle.
The Tories immediately went racing down the road and out
of sight.
"Good-by," laughed Dick. "I am after the Jagers and
mean to find their camp."
"I hope you will," replied Eunice, "and drive them from
the district."
Dick then rode on, waving his hand as he turned the bend
in the road.
He went on for some little distance and then, from a hilltop, saw a gleam of white among the trees in the distance.
"That's it," was his thought.
Taking a short cut across country, he lessened the disCHAPTER IV.
.
tance and at last reached the camp.
It was that of the Jagers, as he had supposed.
C.Al'TUKED.
He recognized the uniforms, and then saw some of the very
men who had tried to capture him that very morning.
Returning to the camp, Dick took a rest of an hour and
He rode carelessly into the camp and dismounted.
then disguised himself in the ordinary garments of that
A number of Jagers came up and began talking to him in
,
region.
villainous German.
Taking an ordinary horse, he set out to find the camp of
"Huh, what yer say?" he asked. "I donno Dutch."
the Jagers.
"'Oo you are--w'at you want?" asked one.
Major was too well known to the enemy, and 10 Dick did
"Don't want nothin', I ain't nobody, I'm jest lookin' eround,
not risk taking him.
that's all."
The Jagers had come from a somewhat southerly direc"You been rebel, nein ? "
·
tion.
"Nine rebels? Shucks, no. I hain't seen one."
Dick took the same direction.
"You been rebel, yah ?"
Riding along at a good speed, he reached the Carter house
"No, I ain't. What you fellers torkin', ennyhow? Dutch?"
just in time to see Eunice surrounded by four or five rough"'Raus!" said one in disgust.
looking, overgrown boys who were evidently tormentin&' her
"Who's he 'l Friend er yourn? I hain't seen him."
i:u. some way.
Then he walked away, leading his horse and staring and
Dashi:u.g forward, unnoticed by the boys, he leaped out of gaping as uncultured boys will do.
.
the saddle.
Very little attention was paid to him, and he made his way
"Make her kiss ye, Jake," some one shouted.
nearly through the camp, which was some extent.
"An' make her shout fur ther king," cried another.
Then something happened.
"Yus, they ain't no Liberty Boys eroli'nd ter purtect her
There were some British officers in the camp of the Jagers.
now," roared another.
There were also other 'visitors besides himself.
Dick leaped forward.
All at once he saw some of the very Tory bullies whom he
Spat!
had thrashed at the Carter house.
Whack!
One of these had not yet washed off the blood on his nose.
Thud!
"Hi! there's Dick Slater, the rebel!" he yelled.
In an instant Dick was sending in sledge-hammer blows
"Where?" cried one of the British officers, springing out
right and left.
of a tent.
One of them fell on his back' in the dusty road.
"There he isl" cried all the Tory boys.
Another suddenly found himself on the edge of the ditch
"He's er spy. I heerd him say he was ercomin' ter find
with a bleeding nose.
ther camp."
A third was seized by the collar 8.11.d sent spinning like a
"That's him, that's Dick Slater, that's ther rebel!"
Dick sprang into the saddle and made a dash.
toll..
He overturned two or three of the Tory boys and knocked
'There's one Liberty Boy about, at all events," said Dick.
The boys quickly got out of the reach of Dick's hard fists. down a Jager who attempted to stop him.
"Why, Captain Slater, I did not know you!" ejaculated
Then the redcoat fired.
Eunice.
The bullet struck the horse in the leg.
He stumbled and Dick was thrown.
"Who are these young bullies?Before he could get up he 'was seized.
"Tories."
One of the Jagers would have bayonetted him as he lay
"I thought as much. n
on the ground, but a British officer pushed his weapon aside.
The boys glared at Dick.
"Stop that, you fool!" he snarled. "We are not sure of him
They were evidently debating whether it would be safe to
yet."
attack them or not.
Dick was dragged to his feet and securely held.
"They were insultine you?"
"Are you Dick Slater?" asked the redcoat.
"Yes, they have done so beforel but there was generally
"Yus, he is," cried one of the Tory boys. "He's got er lot
some one about to look after them r"
er pistols; he's er spy."
"I see."
Dick was searched, and the pistols were found on him.
Dick took a pistol and some ammunition from his pocket.
This in itself was suspicious.
"Take these," he said, handing them to the girl.
Boya such as he appeared to be did not cam' :oiBtola.
Jihmia looked ~ at bim.

Then the militia dashed up.
This completed the rout of the enemy.
They turned and fied, leaving many dead and wounded behlnd.
The militia pursued them relentlessly, and there was a
·
terrible slaughter.
Dick withdrew the Liberty Boys, knowing that they were
o.o longer needed. ·
The Jagers fied in the greatest disorder, and at length the
Virginians ceased to pursue them and returned to their
camp.
"Well," declared Bob, emphatically, "if these reprobates
come back with any idea of taking revenge for their rebuke
of yesterday, I am afraid they were disappointed."
"They'll find us ready for them at all times," added Dick.
"And some day we may not wait to be attacked," sputtered
Bob.
"I don't think we will. If I knew where their camp was, I
·
would attack it very shortly."
The Liberty Boys gave a cheer.
They were ready to renew the fight at once.
Dick tried to get from some of the wounded Jagers where
'
their camp was, but they would not tell.
Then the militia rode away, carrying them off prisoners,
the dead were buried, and Dick set out for his own camp.
"We must find out where these fellows are, Dick," said
Bob.
"I mean to do so," shortly."

1
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There were no papers or writing of any kind found upon laid them on the pallet, partly covering them with a blanket.
He next stepped under the pallet and rolled to the back of
him, however.
the tent.
Dick never carried such.
The sentry came by and turned back the flaps again.
"How do you know he is Dick Slater?" ask ed the redcoat
Then he grunted and went on.
of Dick's accuser.
Dick loosened two of the tent pegs and crept under.
" 'Cause I heerd er gal call him that, an' she ast hiµi where
Then he fastened them again, being now between two
he was ergoin' an' he said he 'lowed he was goin' ter ther
tents.
camp."
List ening ca refully, he heard some one snoring.
"That's right, mister," said another. "I wuz there. It
,
"Good!" he muttered.
was ter ther place where t her fight wa s this mornin'-CarHe now loosened two pegs of the next tent and crept under
t er's, thet's where et was."
"An' et was ther Carter gal what called him Cap'n Slater. the canvas.
There was the same arrangement in this t ent as there had
We'd've licked him then on'y he was on er hoss."
The other boys gave their testimony, all agreeing on the been in his own.
Crawling under the cloth, he found himself under a pallet.
one point that they wanted t o thrash him but his horse was
P eering out, he saw that the front flaps were drawn.
t oo swift.
That was most fortunate.
"Are you Dick Slater?" asked the redcoat.
Creeping forward without a sound, he arose to his feet.
"These young sneaks say so," quietly. "Can't you take
A big Jager lay asleep on the cot.
their word for it? They are Tories."
He had divested himself of his coat, breeches, boots and
Some of the Jagers had come up and m ore now approached.
One of these looked fixedly at Dick and said in German hat.
Shooting a swift glance at the sleeper, Dick picked up his
to the redcoat:
"That is the young rebel captain. I am certain of it. I clothes from the foot of the pallet. /
The man made no sign.
met him face to face this morning at the house of the rebel
In an instant Dick was into the Jager's breeches.
girl. He is the Liberty Boy captain."
The coat followed.
"This gentleman says that you are Captain Slater," said
It was heavy and the day was warm.
t he redcoat.
"No wonder he sleeps," was Dick's thought.
"How does he happen to be with t he Jagers if he is a genThe hat, wig and boots followed and then the sword belt.
tleman ?"dryly. "He is entirely out of place here."
"I don't wonder these men are brutes! The very weight
"I believe you are the rebel captain myself," with a laugh.
"At all events, you are not the untutor ed lout you at first of all these trappings is enough to warp any one's nature."
As yet the sleeping Jager had made no sign of awaking.
pretended to be."
He snored on as lustily as ever and did not move.
"I am Dick Slater. It is needless to deny it. There are
Dick heard them changing guards outside.
too many here who saw me in the fight this morning and have
Then he stepped out, yawning.
good cause to remember me."
"No doubt, if all that I h ear of you be true," with a short , "Richmond," said an officer who was passing, in guttural
tones.
laugh.
Dick repeated the word in thick tones and went on.
Dick was then taken away and put in a tent under a strong
He reached the edge of the camp and found a number of
guard.
horses tethered there.
He was on the back of one in an instant and loosed half
a dozen others.
There was an instant outcry.
CHAPTER V.
Throwing aside his hat, wig and sword, Dick dashed away,
•
the freed horses following.
A HARD PRISONER TO KEEP.
Bullets rattled all around him, and one struck a horse just
behind him.
Dick Slater's position was a critical one.
He quickly kicked oft' his boots and rode much easier.
He was a prisoner among the Jagers, the m ost uncomproWhen well into the road he threw oft' the heavy coat and
misingly cruel of all the enemies of his country.
Not even the Indians were so cruel, for they only followed dropped it behind him.
He then urged his horse forward at a gallop.
.
their natural bent.
The horse felt the difference in the weight and went on
Without a horse, miles from the camp, his whereabouts un•
known to the Liberty Boys, he was Indeed in desperate like the wind.
Dick had not taken the tethers of the others, and · he had
straits.
no particular desire to go oft' with them.
And yet he did not despair.
He had loosed them simply to bother the Jagers.
He had escaped from just as serious situations before now.
He quickly turned into the woods, for it was not yet too
The instant he was left t o himself he began to consider
dark to make his way through them.
how he could make his escape.
He could elude the Jagers and save time and distance by
A huge Jager sentry, thoroughly armed, passed his tent
doing so.
,
once every minute.
On he went as rapidly as possible, the sounds of pursuit
Others, equally vigilant, paced up and down the company
gradually dying out.
street.
"I was there quite long enough," he said to himself. ''I
His tent backed against anoth er which fronted on the next
don't fancy such company."
company street.
He came out into the road at last, not far from Eunice
That was probably patroled as was his own.
If he escaped he must eft'ect a change of clothing somehow. Carter's house, just at sunset.
He saw the girl at the ooor, and at sight of him she raised
He must do it soon, also. ·
a cry of alarm.
Sunset was a favorite time for executing spies.
"It's all right, my girl!" he called. "I am no enemy."
Notwithstanding his being a captain, he had entered the
"Why, Captain Slater!" coming forward, as Dick halted.
camp as a spy, and would be t reated as such.
"Yes, it is I, just back from a visit to the camp of the
It was doubtful if the British officers could intercede for
Jagers," with a laugh.
I
him.
"But you are in uniform, or partly so."
The Jagers generally took their own way In such matters,
"Yes, it was necessary to make my escape. I wonder if yoa
and their cruelty was proverbial.
They had been known to kill unresisting prisoners before could accommodate me with a pair of shoes?"
"Why, to be sure," and Eunice laughed heartily as she ran
now.
The rays of the declining sun shone right into Dick's tent. inside.
Carter came out, recognized Dick and said:
He stepped forward, loosened the front flaps and let them
"You have been a prisoner?"
fall together.
"Yes, aJ!.d in uniform. It was too heavy, and I discarded
The sentry, passing, gave a grunt and raised the ftaps.
the most of it.•
Dick knew that he would do so.
Eunice now came out with two or three pairs of shoes.
He was now lying upon the simple pallet in the te.t.
Dick fitted himself to a pair and said:
When the sentry went on he arose and closed the flaps.
"I must go. I have located the camp of the Jqen, ad
'!'hen he slipped ra pidly out of his coat and breeches and
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When the Liberty Boys came up Dick ordered fiTes lighted
all along the line.
These threatened the Jager camp, as well as giving the
brave boys plenty of light.
They charged furiously, being deteTmined to drive out the
ruthless invaders, and the woods fairly rang with the roar
of musketry.
The camp was attacked at three points simultaneously, the
Liberty Boys soon forcing their way in.
Tents were overthrown and set on fire, and the confusion
increased greatly.
The mounted Virginians quickly wheeled and dashed in
through the breach made by the Liberty Boys.
Then both cut their way through and made an opening
for the infantry, who were not slow to take advantage of it.
The Jagers were thrown into confusion, and, although they
fought fiercely, they were forced to fall back before the determined attack of the patriots.
The British officers tried to bring prder out of confusion,
but the Jagers were obstinate and wanted their own way.
The result was that the foreigners were split up into several divisions, and could not do as effective work as if they
had presented a solid front.
The Virginians attacked them with the greatest ferocity.
Dick led his Liberty Boys and kept them in a mass, advancing steadily and carrying everything before him.
The camp was in flames, and the Jagers began to flee in
all directions.
Many of the Virginians scattered, pursuing the Jagers
here and there, but Dick kept his boys well together.
CHAPTER VI.
At last they made their way through the camp, driving
their enemies before them and preventing them from unitTHE NIGHT .A.TT.A.CK.
ing with other parties.
The Jagers fled, and Dick halted.
The Virginians returned after some delay, and the abanTwo of the boys were despatched at once to communicate
doned camp was rifled.
with the militia.
The Jagers had fled toward the south, and Dick did not
"We are after the Jagers," said Dick, putting on his unithink it wise to pursue them by night.
form in his tent, Bob, Mark and Jack being with him.
There were the munitions in the cave to be dJ.ooked after,
As he dressed he related hjs adventures on the way and in
a guard having been left to watch them.
.
the Jager camp.
Dick therefore returned to camp and took up his old posiThe boys were all greatly interested in the recital.
"But, Dick," said Mark, "do you suppose they will re- tion.
Many Jagers were made prisoners and carried off, but Dick
·
main?"
"They may take the dlarm after your escape and leave," •did not burden himself with them.
He was too apt to shift his position rapidly to trouble himadded Bob.
"Very true," agreed Dick, "but I am going to take the self with prisoners and rarely took them.
The Virginians rested near Dick's camp that night, prechances on their remaining."
"It'll be just like their meanness to sneak away in the sumably keeping a watch upon their prisoners.
In the morning several were reported to have escaped, howdark and not give us a chance to lick 'em," saHi Jack.
The boys laughed, for Jack Warren always showed well in ever.
Dick charged the Liberty Boys to keep a lookout for them
a fight, and was never happier than when he was harassing
and to arrest any stray Jagers whom they might find prowlthe redcoats or Hessians.
"Never mind, Jack, old man," laughed Mark, who was ing about the woods, especially in the vicinity of the cave.
The latter was provided with a heavy door and was kept
much the same sort. ·"Perhaps they will wait, just to oblige
·
guarded.
you."
"Humbug!" chuckled Jack, who knew that Mark was trying . Early that evening a requisition for a number of muskets
and a supply of ammunition was sent to Dick.
to tease.
The cave was opened and the required supplies taken out.
In something more than an hour the two boys returned.
It was dark about the place, and the boys were obliged to
The militia were very anxious to attack the Jagers, they
carry lanterns.
reported.
One of the boys was obliged to put his lantern on the
The commander had sent word that he would be along in
ground under the .trees, while he assisted some of the others
•
an hour and would take charge of the expedition.
"Well, I suppose he has a right to do so," said Bob, "being in loading a cart.
He had not. left his lantern more than a few moments, but
.
a superior officer."
when he went to get it, could not find it.
"Certainly," said Dick, and Bob said no more.
"Who's got my lantern?" he called.
He considered that Dick ought to have a joint command,
"Somebody picked it up just now," answered Ben Brand.
having discovered the camp..
However, he always agreed with Dick, upon whose judg- "I thought you did."
"No, but I guess it's lill right."
ment he could rely.
The stuff was taken away anct !he door of the cave locked.
It was more than an: hour before the Virginians arrived,
Later Dick was going the rounds, as he always did of a
but the Liberty Boys were ready ana no time was lost in
night.
gettinl' away.
Passing the door to the cave, he suddenly saw a tiny
The infantry was sent ahead, Dick giving them full direcgleam of light.
tions how to find the camp,
Stepping forward, he put his eye to the keyhole.
Then the mounted militia and the Liberty Boys followed.
Some one was moving about with a lantern.
The Jagers had not left their camp, but it was strongly
No one was supposed to be there at any time, much less
picketed.
The sentries discovered the approach of the Virginians, at night.
Dick tried the door softly and found it unlocked, although
and at once opened -a heavy fl.re upon them, sallying out
closed.
vigorously.
He at once signaled to the boys nearest him.
Then the cavalry rushed up juat in time to support the inBob, Jack and Paul at once came up.
fantry, who had begun to fall back.
"There is some one inside," whispered Dick. "Quick, get
There was almost & full moon and, therefore, plenty of
mean bo;va."
k1W.

mean to attack them to-night if I can get a strong enough
·
·
force."
"Good!" said Carter. "I hope you will drive those vermin
from the free soil of Virginia."
"I hope so, too, sir," and then Dick was off.
It was growing dark when he reached the camp.
Paul Howes was on picket when )le approached.
"Halt! Give an account of yourself!" he said sternly, presenting his musket.
"It's all right, Paul," laughed Dick. "I'll tell you all about
it after supper."
"What! Captain Slater! I beg your pardon."
"It isn't necessary, Paul. You were quite right to challenge such a suspicious-looking object as I 'am at present."
Bob, Mark, Jack, Ben and a dozen other boys came forward.
"Jovel but there's been an adventure!" exclaimed Bob.
"Did you ever know Dick Slater to· go out and not have
one?" with a laugh, from Mark.
"Very rarely," answered Jack, "and that's why we all like
to go out with him."
"But what was it, Dick?" Bob asked, as Dick dismounted.
"That isn't your horse," said Jack, "and you have on Jager
breeches. Have you--"
"I have located their camp, and we will attack it to-night."
Then all the boys cheered.
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cafe oben alretty und shoost stepped in to saw what dot
alretty. Dot was humbug, I bet me."
I think so myself," said Dick. "Take them away, and
see that they are carefully guarded."
'.fhe three Jagers were put in a tent guarded on all sides.
These fellows are dangerous, and must be guarded with
the greatest care," said Dick.
"If it had not been for your sharp eyes, they would have
blown the place up, even at the risk of their own lives," de·
clared Bob.
,''Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty, you know," said
Dick.
"Very true," was Bob's reply, "and you understand it, if
any one does."
T~e next day Lafayette arrived in the neighborhood.
Dick turned the Jagers over to him and reported the circumstances.
The Jagers were promptly hanged, and Dick was ordered
to make preparations towards going farth&!' south so as to
harass the enemy, and particularly the Jagers.
There was a guard left to look after the stores in the cave
CHAPrER VII.
'
so that Dick's responsibility was .enrled.
ma~, Dick decided to reconthe
upon
going
to
:frevious
BULLIES.
SETTLING WITH THE
noiter, and he therefore set out with Bob Jack Paul and
half a doze!). more, including the two Harrys: to lo~k over the
A th?rough examination of the cave was made at once.
ground.
A Liberty Boy's greatcoat was found behind a pile of
They set off in the middle of the forenoon imd rode at a
boxes.
gallop.
·
however.
cave,
the
in
hiding
men
no
There were
Just before reaching Eunice's house they heard loud ctjes.
The three who had been seized were the only ones who
"There's some trouble," said Dick. "Forward, boys."
there.
had no right
once they all dashed on.
At
satiswas
Dick
before
The place was thoroughly searched
Coming in sight of the house, they saw Eunice surroUDded
fied.
by the same crowd of boys and some others who had annoyed
.Th.e. three Jagers were those who had escaped from the her a day or two before.
Virgiruans.
"Give it to them, boys!" cried Dick.
They had probably been in hiding in the woods near the
once the boys leaped from their horses.
At
cave during the day and had discovered it.
they attacked the Tory bullies.
Then
"It must have been one of them who picked up Jim's lanJack hurled one away so violently that he fell against
tern," said Bob.
the well curb, doubled over it and went down.
"Yes, and in the obscurity he was not noticed. Probably
Paul sent another fiying with such force that he upset a
he put on the coat which we found," said Dick.
straw beehive resting on a bench.
"And let in the others at that time or later," said Mark.
At once the angry insects fiew out and directed all their
"Well, it was a fortunate discovery," said Bob. "That attention to the luckless wight, leaving the others severely
comes of having sharp eyes and always keeping them about alone.
one."
Harry Thurber tumbled another into the pig-pen, where
"As Dick always does," commented Jack.
he not only got covered with mud, but was attacked by the
The three Jagers were questioned, Carl acting as inter- big pig and all her little ones.
.
preter.
Harry Judson threw another into a thornbush and caused
They would say nothing, however, pretending not to be him to howl most unmelodiously.
him.
understand
to
able
The rest of the party satisfied themselves with distn'buting
"Ach, dot was humbug!" said Carl. "Dey was understood
eyes and bloody noses among the rest Qf the crowd.
me all righd, but dey don'd was wanted to shpoke mit me black
Eunice simply stood apart and lauihed heartily at the disalretty."
..
comfiture of her late tormentors.
"Call them hard names, Carl," chuckled Jack. "Abuse
One picked himself out of the well, shivering and shaking.
them, call them pirates and horse-thieves and all sorts of
A second went tearing down the road, pursued by the
things."
angry bees, who seemed disinclined to part company with
Carl began at once a torrent of abuse in German, to which him.
.
the Jagers presently made reply in a very voluble fashion.
A third tumbled out of the pig-pen and went racing up
"Ach! you don'd was understood me, iss it?" sputtered the the road, without stopping to argue the point with the laughGerman boy. "You was ein loafer veller, you!" to the leader ing Liberty Boys.
of the Jagers, who wore a sward.
The rest fled in different directions, reaving the field in
"Tell them that we will hang them if they don't answer possession
of the boys.
Dick.
said
questions,"
om·
the way to treat such cowards," laughed Jack.
"That's
shoultheir
shrugged
Jagers
the
and
case,
the
Carl stated
"Maybe they'll take the lesson to heart," 'chuckled Paul.
ders.
"It is certainly an experience to be remembered," declared
said,
I
what
them
"Tell
Dick.
said
"Go fetch a rope,"
Harry Thurber.
Carl," he added.
"If anything can make an impression upon them, that
Carl spoke to the Jagers, but they appeared indifl'erent.
to," roared Harry Judson.
ought
howrope,
a
with
When two of the Liberty Boys appeared
"It's the funiest thing I ever saw," said Eunice, fairly
ever, they changed their tone.
holding her sides with laughter.
Then they began to talk most volubly to Carl.
"I think they will understand that sort of treatment better
He had to stop them every now and then, and make them than
any other," observed Dick, with a laugh.
repeat what they said.
"If they don't, they are utterly devoid of a sense of hu"Dey say dot it was ein accident dot dey got dot ~ve into," mor,"
chuckled Jack.
explained Carl.
"I am very much obliged to you all," said Eunice. "You
"But how about trying to blow up the gunpowder?"
"Dey say dot dey was only make a lighd to saw what dot hors seem to be always around when you are wanted.,,
We certainly have that reputation," retorted Dick, with
was alretty."
a quiet smile.
"Do you believe them?"
The boys now remounted their horses and rode away at
"Me?" sputtered the German boy. "Nein, I was belief dey
was liars been. Dey was t'ought you was went to hung dem, a good speed.
Reaching the scene of the recent encount.er with the Jagers,
und dey was scared been like eferydings."
they found no trace of the enemy, nor could any ODe l&Y tllal
''Ask them how they got in."
"Dey say dey was walking der woods arouudt UDd saw dot they had been ill the n~hborhood.

Then he 11eized Jack's musket and pushed open the door
softly.
There were three Jagers in the cave, one carrying a lighted
·
lantern.
Dick glided forward noiselessly till almost upon the three
intruders.
One of the Jagers was just lighting a fuse to blow up the
kegs of gunpowder.
Two more were bending over watching him.
Then Dick dashed in and struck the Jager on the back with
a clubbed musket.
'f!ie fellow 'tu~bled forward, the match being tiut out.
Dick swung hi~ musket about his head and fairly mowed
down the other Jagers.
Then Bob and J a.ck spraJig forward, and in a moment a
sc?re of Liberty Boys followed, and the three Jagers were
seized and carried out of the cave.
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"We are after the Jagers," said Dick, "and perhaps we
will meet t hem if we go farther south."
"I think I can say that sort of treatment they will get if
we do meet them,'' observed Paul, dryly.
"You have been long enough with us to give
pretty
shrewd guess, at any rate, old man," chuckled Jack.
They learned not hing definite regarding the direction taken
by the Jagers, and at length set out for the camp.
A farmer of the neighborhood invited them in to dinner,
being a thorough patriot and ready to help the cause in every
~
way. '
The boys had ridden a long way, and accepted the invitation heartily, having good appetites, which highly pleased
the farmer and his wife.
The boys amused them by their witty talk, and the Virg inians were sorry to have them go.
"Well, come again whenever you are in the neighborhood,"
said the farmer. "You are always sure of a hearty welcome."
The boys took their departure at last, and did not stop
again until they r eached the Carter house, where they met
with a great surprise.

a

CHAPTER VIII.
EUNICE LOST AND FOUND.

Eunice's father and mother came out as the boys rode up.
They were evidently greatly agitated over something.
"Eunice is gone,'' said the mother. ·
"Gone?" echoed Dick. "Why, we left her here."
"She was alone, then?" said the father.
"Yes, when we left. We found a lot of Tory bullies annoyinl!' her and drove them away."
'llThen some one has taken revenge for that and carried
her away."
The house was in disorder, as if a struggle had taken place,
the father and mother finding it that way when they returned, a short time before.
"If she has been carried oft', there ought to be a trail of
some sort," said Dick. ·
"Very true," answered Jack. "The first thing to do is to
look for it."
He at once set oft' from the door in one direction, Paul
taking another, the two Harrys a third and Dick a fourth.
Paul went toward the road, but Jack struck for the woods
back of the house.
Reaching the woods, Jack suddenly called out:
"Hallo, fellows, here's a trail!"
At the same moment Paul, who had reached the road, cried
fn a loud tone:
"This way1 boys, here they are!"
.....
"Wait a moment, Jack,'' called Dick. "Come h ere, boys !"
Then he went to Paul, who showed a trail leading across
the road and into a hilly region.
"There are footprints, sure enough," observed Dick, "but
I don't see any which might have been made by Eunice."
"Oh, but they would carry her," answered Paul. "It would
take less time, and they were no doubt in a hurry."
"Very true; but there would be other traces besides footprints. You see 1lhese thorn bushes?"
"Yes."
"And not a stitch upon them. The girl's dress would have
been torn if she had been taken through here."
"Yes, so it would."
".Let us ~o and see what Jack has found." said Dick.
Th«y all h'U'!'!ied over to where Jack stood waiting patiently
for them.
Here there were men's footprints, but none of a girl's.
Clinging to a bush was a bit of cotton cloth which Dick
showed to Mrs. Carter.
"That's a bit of Eunice's frock," she said. "I made it myself."
"The other trail was made to mislead us," said Dick. "This
is the right way."
Then Dick, Jack, Paul and Harry Thurber set out in purBUit of the girl's abductors.
The rest were left to take care of the horses.
The woods were too thick to follow the trail on horseback.
Dick took the lead, with Jack at his side.

Jack was very good at following a trail, having learned
many things from Dick.
"Here's a girl's footprint, Dick," he suddenly cried.
"Yes, I set>: it."
"They have got tired of carrying her and have made her
walk."
"So it would seem."
"And she has been picking out all the soft places and
planting her feet firmly on them."
"You are very observant, Jack,'' with a laugh.
"You have taught me t o be so, Dick,'' smiling.
"Farther on they f ound a kerchief in the path.
"That's t he girl's," said Harry. "I remember seeing her
wear it."
"Don't t ell that to Mark," laughed Jack, "or he will be
teasing you for taking notice of what a girl wears."
"Oh, Mark is a regular tease."
"Yes, if you'll let him be one,'' chuckled Jack, whom Mark
never could tease.
They followed the trail t hrough tangled places and across
open ground, sometim es seeing Eunice's footprints and then
losing them.
At length, at the edge of a clearing, Dick paused and made
·a motion to insure silence.
At the farther side of the clearing was a small cabin.
"She is there, no doubt," whispered Dick.
"What are you going to do ?"
"Go fo rward. There ar e f our of us, and that is enough."
At that •moment a rough-looking man came out of the
cabin.
Dick and the others walked across the clearing.
"What yer want? " t he man asked, looking at them sharply.
"Do you live in this cabin?"
"Reckon I do."
A sour-looking woman now put her head out of the dgor.
"What ther r ebels want, Si?" she snapped. "We hain't got
nuthin' fur 'em."
Dick saw a girl's foo tprint in the sand in front of the
door.
"You have a young woman in the cabin,'' he said. "We
have come after her."
"H · '
am t got nothin' er ther sort," with a growl. "Hain't nobody be'n h ere 'cept ourselves."
"Whose footprint is that, then?" pointing to it. "It certainly is not yours."
"That's ther ole woman's. She jist went ter ther spring fur
er bucket er water. "
Jack laughed outright, for he could see the woman's feet.
They were t wice the size of the print in the sand.
"You will scarcely m ake me believe that," he said.
"No more of t his nonsense," exclaimed Dick. "We have
traced you and the girl from Carter's house. If the girl
. is here, we want her, and we are going to have her."
"Donno nothin' 'bout no gal.
Some one m ight have
strolled in here while me an' ther ole woman wuz out, but
thet ain't our fault."
"There ! Thet just puts me in mind," said the woman.
"I done see el· gal hangin' 'round ther cabin, an' I just
reckon she's sneaked inter et while I wuz erway from et,
shure's kin be."
"Come, boys, Eunice is here, and we must find her," said
Dick.
"See ef yer k in find her snoopin' 'round somewheres,
ole woman,'' said the man.
"Reckon she's went u'p ther loft or down suller. You
go one wa y an' I'll go t'other."
"Go around to t he back," said Dick quietly to Harry.
The old man and old woman had just gone in.
Harry ran ar ound t o t he rear of the cabin.
"Here, yer just get out'n here!" he heard the old woman
say. "What yer dewin' in here, ennyhow?"
Then t he door ftew open, and Eunice came running out.
"Hello, here she is !" cried Harry.
Then h e took the girl's hand and hurried around to the
front.
The door and window were n ow t ightly closed.
"Were you a prisoner in that house?" asked Dick.
"Yes. I h eard you , but I was gagged and could not call
out."
"Was this man one of your abduct ors ?"
"No, I was brought here."
"Where are the men who t ook you away?"
"They said they were going to demand a ransom."
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"Come," said Dick. "These people will say that they
know nothing about it, and we can prove not hing."
They all hurried across the clearing and through the
woods to the house.
Here they saw some one talking t o the girl's father.
Don't let those feilows get away !" shouted Dick to the
boys left in charge of the horses.
The men took the alarm, however, seeing Dick.
Away they ran in different directions, and by the time
he reac}l.ed the house they were out of sight."
"What did they want?" asked Dick.
"They said they knew who had taken Eunice away," was
the reply.
"And offered to get her back?"
"Yes, for fifty dollars." I
"As I supposed. No doubt they were concerned in it.
Did you know them?"
"I have seen one of them. He is a Tory. The other
was a stranger."
"Do you know an old man and woman livinlr in a little
cabin over in that direction ?" pointing.
"Yes, that's Silas Wiggs. He's a notorious loyalist and
hates the patriots."
"That is where we found Eunice. Their plot failed, but
you had better be careful and not leave Eunice alone in the
house after this."
"We won't," said both the girl's parents.
The boys then went away, and the next day were after
the Jagers.

CHAPTER I;X.
DICK GIVES THE ENEMY T HE SLIP.

The Liberty Boys were nearer t o Richmond.
Cornwallis was menacing the t own, and t he pat riots were
threatening him.
Lafayette, having effected a union with Wayne, had advanced.
Dick Slater went off on a scouting expedition shortly
after getting settled in his new camp.
He wore a disguise, and t ook one of t he ordinary horses,
Major being too well known.
·
He wished to learn the plans of the Brit ish general, and
to ascertain if'any Jagers were about.
After a ride of a mile or two he came upon a little
tavern at the fork of the road.
This must be a resort for the redcoats, he knew.
Before entering the house he t ook a good look a t it.
It was sometimes necessary for him· to m ake a hurried
departure.
He therefore wished to learn all the ways of leaving. the
house.
There was a door in tlre rear and a big bay window at
one side.
Under this there was a rainwater hogshead, n early full,
and having a movable top to keep out dust and leaves.
There were hitching posts in front and a few at the side.
Through the windows Dick saw a number of Brit ish officers, eating, drinking, smoking and otherwise taking their
comfort.
Tethering his horse at the side of the house, Dick entered.
He took a seat in a corner not far from the bay window.
In this there was a round table, at which sat four or five
officers.
They were drinking some very strong old home-brewed
ale and smoking long clay pipes.
By the looks of things, they had had a long session.
One fussy old major had his wig on awry, and his n eckcloth was liberally spattered with ale.
A corpulent colonel could not seem t o keep his hat on
straight, and had difficulty in guiding his pipestem to his
mouth.
Dick moved up close to this company bf tipplers.
"Too much strong ale loosens the t ongue a nd befuddles
the mind," he thought. "Perhaps these worthies will talk."
They were already talking, and the colonel presently
blustered:
"Suppose they did hang two or. three Dut chmen? The
stores are at the cave yet."
"Of a verity thexe," said the major thickly, "but m' lud
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is bound to have 'em, and will be on the tnarch ere long
to get 'em."
"Let 'em hang the Dutchmen if they like. We can get
plenty more," with a laugh.
,
"Yes, and we'll have those guns and t he powder and
the rest. We'll be marching there to-night."
"Surel y we will, and give the rebels a sur prise."
"P erhaps not," thought Dick. "This is important. Lafayette must be warned so a s to get his men up in season."
The tipplers paid no attention to the quiet boy sitting
near them, but continued to talk, about important matters,
giving him a deal of information.
Presently a newcomer entered the room.
He was one of the boys who had been tormenting Eunice
when Dick and the others had interfered.
He was followed by a man, to whom he bore a stronir
resemblance.
"Tr.e bully's father has brought him to see the sight.I,•
was Dick's thought.
"Set over here, Hi," said .the man. Them's British officen,
an' we'll be in good comp'ny."
"That's according to how you look at it," muttered Dick
under his breath.
The two came toward Dick.
The bully recognized the young patriot in a moment.
"That's er rebel!" he cried. "Thet's Dick Slater!"
The bully's piping tones drew instant attention to Dick.
Several turned their heads, and the befuddled major tried
to get upon his feet.
· "Where's the rebel, where the rascally Slater?" he aske4
thickly.
.
Then he sat down.
"There he is, there's Dick Slater, there's ther rebell"
cried the bully.
Redcoats and Tories were advancinir toward him, aad Di*
seemed to be cornered.
"Seize the rebel!"
"Yes, that's the fellow-I know himl"
"Don't let him escape!"
"He's a spy-eatch him!"
The major tried to rise, but sat down again.
The colonel got upon his feet, but was very unsteadJ
on them.
A captain braced himself against the table and eallet
upon some one to seize Dick.
Men were advancing upon him from three sides.
He quickly sprang to his feet.
There was only one way of escape.
This was by way of the window.
He sprang toward the table, and in a second was OD W.
of it.
The windows opened outwar d.
H e threw them open and stepped out.
"Good-day, gentlemen!" he s aid quickly.
St epping upon the cover of the water-butt, he leaI>et
to the ground.
In a t winkling he had r emoved t he cover and throwa
it upon one side.
Afte r him came the bully, eager to seize him.
The bully forgot that it is always best t9 look before
you leap.
1 I
Splash!
Up to his neck in water he went, greatly to his astoaishment.
One of the redcoats, as foolish as himself, landed al<>naside at the next moment.
Then others, with more vision, came running out by the
back door.
Dick was already upon his horse.
"Stop him!" yelled the pursuers. "Stop the rebel spy!•
Crack-erack-erack!
Bullets fairly flew about him as he set off.
Then his horse was struck three or four times and saak
under him.
He was out of the saddle in an instant.
"One horse is as good as another in a p[nch," he muttered.
Then he slipped the tethers of all the horses standiq
there.
The noise o.f the firing greatly alarmed them.
They were prancing about, tugging at their tethers uul
t rying to free themselves.
Dick sprang upon one, and at once the others dashed awa7.
There waa a irreat hue and cry after Dick.
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Men were coming out, front and rear, and all were shouting.
Some were already in the saddle.
In front the way was barred, but. one way was as good
as another to Dick at that moment.
He flew around to the back of the house, cleared a fence
at a bound and went dashing toward one of the intersecting
roads.
His pursuers' horses refused the leap, and this gave him
a lead.
Then he went over another fence and got into the road.
LookiD.g back quickly, he saw half a dozen, some in uniform and some in ordinary clothes, pursuing him.
As he turned a bend in the road he saw a man jogging
along at an easy gait a little ahead of him.
He at once turned into the woods and hid himself.
On came the redcoats and Tories at a gallop and shouting.
The strange1·'s horse, hearing the noise, became frightened and bolted.
The pursuers at once jumped to the conclusion that it
was Dick.
After him they dashed, and at length overtook and surrounded him.
By that time Dick . had come out upon the road again,
below where he had left it, and was riding on at a good
speed in the opposite direction.
He passed the tavern without attracting attention and
hurried toward the camp.
"There will be a great deal of indignation expended on
both sides," he laughed, "but the enemy must know by this
time that I am a slippery fellow."

CHAPTER X.
THE REDCOATS OUTGENERALED.

Making all speed to the camp, Dick donned his uniform
and hurried to Lafayette's quarters to inform him of the
intended move of Cornwallis.
The general listened attentively and said:
"Go at once with your Liberty Boys, Dick, and hold the
enemy in check. I will come up as soon as possible."
Dick was off in an instant.
Reaching the camp, he at once ordered the boys to go
on the march.
They had not been long o:a the way, it being now well
on toward evening, when from a hilltop Dick discovered
the enemy ahead of him.
He at once called a halt.
"What are you going to do now, Dick?" asked Bob.
Dick looked across country and said:
"Take a short cut. I think I know one."
They had not been discovered, and now Dick cut short
off through the woods.
As evening settled down he came upon a rough, unused
road, bad for horses and wagons, but capable of being leveled.
"This road, as I remember, leads straight to the cave,"
he said, "but it is so bad that we have never taken it."
"Can you take it now?" asked Bob eagerly.
"Yes. Send some of the boys to look for Lafayette and
11end him this way."
Jack Warren was at once despatched upon this errand.
He took three or four boys with him, and they rode like
the wind.
Meantime Dick got out spades, shovels, axes and bars
and set the brave boys to work.
They were used to doing all sorts of things, and made
no complaint.
Cutting trees for levers, they pried up the heaviest of
the boulders on the road and got them out of the way.
Digging around the smaller ones, they removed them
with the bars, and set to work at leveling the road.
Dick, Bob and Mark worked with the rest, and all were
busy.
Dick Slater never asked any one to do things which he
would not do himself.
They all labored harmoniously to&"ether, therefore, and
good progress was made.
They were all hard at w(lrk when Lafayette came up,
having been intercepted just in t ime by Jack.
Be lau&"hed to see Dick work.iJijr with the rest, and said:

"That's what I like to see, Dick. There is no false pride
about any of you boys."
Then he set his pioneers to work, and the boys gave
way, assisting, but not doing all the work themselves.
Yard by yard and rod by rod · the rough road was leveled
and made fit for use.
Torches were lighted and stuck in the ground by the
wayside or carried by the boys, and thus there was light
enough to work by.
Cornwallis would not attempt to seize the stores before
morning, of course.
He thought to steal a march upon the Americans, however, and _force them into a fight or retreat and abandon
the stores.
"Somebody will be surprised in the morning," chuckled
Bob. "It will not be us, I promise you."
Working in gangs, the road was cut through, and before
morning Lafayette was strongly posted upon rising ground
between the approaching enemy and the coveted stores.
The Liberty Boys were there, ready to do battle with the
confident British.
They had had but little re.;t, but they were ready, and
they snatched what rest they cculd do while waiting.
Greatly to the astonishment af Cornwallis, he found the
patriots waiting for him in strong force.
Once more baffled by the efficient young Frenchman, whom
he slightingly alluded to as "the boy," Cornwallis wheeled
his troops and set off toward the east.
"He has Tarleton with him and a lot of Jagers," said
Dick. "I'd like to give those fellows another lesson."
"Perhaps we may," observed Bob. "We are after the Jagers, and we hate to lose any opportunity of punishing them."
Lafayette determined to follow and watch the earl, and
Dick had his wish.
He was ordered to take the Liberty Boys, hang upon ihe
rear of the British and harass them as much as possible.
After a brief rest, Dick set out with this object in view.
The Jagers hung behind to make incursions here and
there into the country and seize what they could.
Dick suspected that some move of this sort would be made,
and he prepared himself accordingly.
Taking a dozen of the Liberty Boys, he set out along
the road, keeping a watch on the Jagers.
.
He caught sight of them at length, and discovered then
they had halted.
Suspecting that they had sent out marauding partie.;;, he
took a cut through the woods and came out upon the road
again.
Dashing on he heard firing.
"They are at work, boys,/' he said. "Run back, Sam, and ·
bring up more of the boys."
Sam flew away and Dick went on.
He had Mark and Jack and Paul, the two Harrys and
Ben Spurlock with him, all dashy fellows who never hesitated at attacking a force superior to their own.
They fairly flew over the road, and soon came upon a
party of twenty Jagers attacking a house.
The inmates were firing upon them from the windows,
from the doors and through loopholes.
"Fire!" cried Dick.
At once the gallant fellows opened fire with good effect.
The Jagers fell back, not knowing how many of the
brave fellows there might be.
The boys dashed up to the house, and the inmates came
out and took a hand with them in holding the Jagers at
bay.
The enemy, seeing that they were more in number than
the brave boys and, being reinforced by four or five more,
came dashing toward the house.
"Hold your owfl, boys," said. l:>ick.
The brave boys stood firm.
"If we are forced to fall back," said Dick to the settlers,
"do you retire and 'We will harass them at a distance."
On came the Jagers, expecting to sweep everything before them.
The boys received them bravely and emptied two or three
saddles.
Then all of a sudden a party of twenty more Liberty
Boys burst from the wood and leaped forward.
·
The Jagers fled, but the boys did not pursue them.
"They may have a larger force not far distant " said
Dick, "and we would only fall into an ambush."
'
The boys the1·efore remaine<i near the howie.
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The Jagers had their fires lighted, and there was plenty
of light and noise and motion.
The buglers played lively airs, the men sang rollicking
songs and everything was gay.
It might have been a festival instead of a military camp,
to all appearances.
There were many sentries, and they were almost in sight
,
of each other at times.
The}'. were within hailing distance, at any rate, and only
the thickness of the foliage prevented their being seen.
The work of the Liberty Boys was all to be done by
signals.
They had a code made up of natural sounds, and they
were all thoroughly familiar with it.
While yet the camp was bright and full of life and noise
the daring boys got to work.
This was just the time, Dick argued.
The Jagers would not dream of any one attacking them
while there was so much going on.
Approaching the gu11rd farthest from the camp two of
the boys waited silently just out of the reach. of the light
of the fires.
The man had not yet gone to the end of his beat.
Presently some one hailed him, and he answered.
A moment or so later there was another hail exactly
'
like the first.
It was Matk who gave the hail, however.
·
The sentry came on.
Just .as he reached the end of his beat the boys spraalf
upon him.
In an instant he was on his back, with a gag in his mouth
and a pistol at his head.
Then came a hail from the nearest sentry.
Mark answered it.
Just then an owl hooted.
Then a frog croaked.
There were two sentries captured instead of one
A little further on Dick and Bob were at work.'
There came other signals.
~·
The two Harrys had overcome a sentry and made him a
CHAPTER XI.
>'
prisoner in an instant.
Not simultaneously with these captures, but in rapid orSTEALING THE ENEMy's PICKETS.
der Ben, Sam, George Brewster and others made captures.
In all the cases the work was done in the same manner
The Jagers drew in their marauding parties and kept
The man's attention was called away, he was deceived by
to their own camp.
the supposed call of another guard and then seized.
That sudden attack on the part ·of Dick and his two
The entire extreme line of guards ;was seized and carcomrades had greatly alarmed them.
ried off within five minutes of the first capture.
They thought that the patriots were out in force and so
The men were bound, gagged and put behind bushes, where
_
were cautio~s.
they would be found at some time, but not at once.
Toward evening Dick started out cautiously and surveyed
Everything had been done rapidly and in silence. and not
their camp.
the first alarm had been given.
The pickets were posted very close together, and calls
There was the same rollicking gaiety in the camp, the.
were exchanged between them at frequent intervals.
"I tell you what," said Dick, "it would be a good< joke same light, noise and bustle as before.
Having removed the outer line of pickets, the Liberty
if we could steal a sentry or two from the Jager camp."
Boys were now quickly brought up, and all at once a dash
"Pretty daring thing to do, isn't it?" laughed Bob.
"Yes, but it is possible to do it if we go about it right." was made to the inner line.
There was great confusion, the guards running in ter"Jove! If it can be done at all, I am in for it,'' cried Bob.
"We are after the Jagers, Bob, and if we can drive them ribly alarmed.
The gallant youths made a tremendous charge, firing a
out of here, so much the better."
"Right, Dick, and I'll go in with you on anything that volley as they pressed forward.
They kept well together, and the onslaught was tremencan bring that about."
"The thing must be carefully planned out .i.n advance, dous.
The attack was so sudden that the Jagers did not know
Bob."
if there were one hundred or three hundred of the brave
"Exactly."
"And then it must be carried thr ough rapidly and with- fellows.
The fires were scattered, tents were overturned, and the
out a hitch."
"If you get fellows that you can depend upon like !!fork, whole camp thrown intd' confusion.
Then, as darkness suddenly settled down. the -boys reJack Warren, Ben, Sam, Harry Thurber, Arthur and about
tired in as good order as they had come in, firing a· rattliq
a dozen more it can be done like clockwork."
"Very true, Bob, and when nightfall comes we must get volley.
Their horses were not far off, and in a sl:ort time they
the boys together and plan it all out."
"So that every boy know his place, what to do and leaped into the saddle and rode away.
By daybreak the Jagers had moved forward to join the
when to do it and with the least noise and excitement."
main body, not knowing when they might be attacked by a
When it was quite dark Dick called together the boys force
vastly superior to their own.
whom he had selected for the work on hand.
Dick and a strong party visited the scene of the attack in
They were all tried and true, of long experience at fightthe early morning.
ing all sorts of enemies and thoroughly reliable.
The Jagers had fled.
All of them had been for years with the Liberty Boys,
The captured pickets had been found, no doubt, for noth·
were u sed to the ways of the others and had often worked
in~ could be seen of them.
together.
'That was one of the finest pieces of work we ever cl1d.•
The camp was dal'k and silent, and from all outward
lau&-hed Bob.
ahms there might not have been one within miles.
Dick, taking Mark and Jack with him, went forward -uutiously on their horses, after the Jagers had disappeared.
"In case these miscreants do retu~," observed Dick, "we
must be ready for them."
The three boys went on for an eighth of a mile and halted
at a turn in the road where there were thick tr~es.
Listening intently and peering through the leaves, Dick
said:
presently
1
are coming again. Be ready and fire upon the
' They
instant I give the word. Fire as fast as you can."
"A surprise, eh?" chuckled Jack. "That's all right."
"Yes, and I hope it will work satisfactorily."
The tramp of horses was heard, growing louder and
louder, and at last the three boys could see a large party
of Jagers coming on.
Just before they reached the clump of trees Dick gave
the word to fire.
Then all three began firing as rapidly as possible.
Jack discharged his musket, and then fired his pistols
as fast as he could handle them.
Dick and Mark had from six to eight pistols apiece in
their belts and in their holsters, and the result was that the
three boys appeared to be a dozen.
Jack Warren aimed to shoot off wigs more than to hurt,
and the powder fairly flew in clouds.
The Jagers halted, and then, seeing no one, but being exposed to the liveliest sort of fire, suddenly turned and fled
in a cloud of dust.
Jae~ fairly roared with laughter as he fired his last shot
and sent the wig of cme of the officers flying into the
branches.
The Jagers went dashing down the road, and, after watching them out of sight, the three boys returned to the house.
Th~re_ was a roar from all when Jack related the incident, and the boys laughed still more when the Jagers failed
to come back, evidently thinking Lafayette's whole force
had attacked them.
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"They'll be reporting that there a re a thousand of us
at the least," chuckled J a ck.
"They've got to mak e out a good story to account for t heir
rout," observed Mark.
"Very true," put in Ben. "It would never do to r eport
that there were only a hundred of us."
The boys returned to their camp and then set out to
hang on to the rear of the Jagers.
That afternoon the advance guard of the Liberty Boys
caught sight of them posted on the edge of a wood, near
a stream, which was; in their rear.
The boys had not been seen, and Dick sent back word
for the main body to halt and make a camp.
Then he dismounted and stole forward cautiously.
He wished to ascertain the exact position of the camp
.
and how it m ight be best attacked.
The Jagers had pickets set, but Dick was cautious and
managed to approach within a short distance without being

seen.

He could even hear the sentries talking to each other
and smell the smoke from the pipe of one of the officers
who sat in his t ent on the edge of the camp.
Returning to the advance gua rd, he said:
"They· are placed most advantageously for an attack. We
can come upon them from two sides."
"Along the creek?" a sked Bob.
"'Yes, the trees will shelter us till we are right upon
them."
"And the road?"
"They will see us for a short time only befo re we fall
upon them. They could not have placed themselves better,
looking from our side of it."

CHAPTER XII.
MORE SURPRISES THAN ONE.

Dick had taken good notice of -all the points while recon.
noitering.
The stream in the r ear of the camp of the Jagers was
well wooded, and a detachment either in boats or proceeding along the bank could approach unseen.
Then the camp was at the wrong point on the bend of
the road, so that an enemy would be almost upon them
before they were seen.
Dick took in all these points in a moment.
They now returned to· their own camp.
The Liberty Boys soon knew that an attack was to be
:
made.
All were eager for it. ·
There was still plenty of time before evening, and Dick
did not intend to wait till dark.
Dismounting half of the Liberty Boys, they were to be
sent along the creek.
The others were to remain mounted.
All the extra horses were going to be taken along, however.
This would give the idea of a much larger troop.
Bob was to lead the rear attacking party.
Dick would go by the road and wait tlll he heard the
firing of the others.
He could appr oach within a r easonable distance without
being discovered.
After a rest of an hour, the Jagers having no knowledge of the near presence of the Liberty Boys, Dick advanced.
Bob and his party approached rapidly and silently.
Dick waited for the sound of their musket s.
At last it came.
There was a regular rattle of musketry and then the
shouts of the Liberty Boys.1
'fhe Jagers went dashing down to the creek to repel the
audden attack.
Then with a rush and a roar Dick and his little band,
with all the horses, came flying around the turn of the

road.

The Jagers discovered them too late.
There was instant confusion.
From the noise and the appearance of the horses, the
troop seemed to be very strong.
The boys at the creek were keeping up a tremendous
11.rinc also.

To the st artled J agers it seemed as if two armies were
attacking them s'.multaneously.
F ea ring to be caught between the two jaws of a trap,
they rushed out a t the only apparently available opening.
They t ook the way down stream, abandoning much of
their camp equipage.
Then they halted as the two forces came together.
Dick did not give them time to discover how small his
force was.
He quickl y mounted all his boys, and with the extra
horses com;ng behind, flew at the enemy.
"Fire! "
The woods fair ly rnn g with the thunder of the muskets.
Crash-roar !
On came the gallant fellows, firing a rattling pistol volley which seemed to be incessant.
The Jagers fled, and the Liberty Boys pursuing them a
short distance only, returned and appropriated what there
was of any value left in the camp.
As it g rew dark fires were lighted, and, to all appearances , the Liberty Boys h ad settled themselves in the camp
of the Jagers.
The t ents were standing, pickets were posted, and everything seemed as usual.
The t ents were only screens, the pickets were dummies,
and there was not a Liberty Boy in the camp.
A pot of soup was left over the fire, and several figures
were placed about it.
A quantit y of tobacco found in the camp was set fire to,
the pungent fumes being perceived at a long distance.
Dick expected that the Jagers would seek vengeance u pon
them and attack their camp.
He accordingly prepared a little surprise for them.
The Liberty Boys were in their own camp, enjoying themselves without the noise and confusion which the J agers
seemed t o think necessary.
From time to time two or three of the boys went into
t he supposed camp, stirred up the fires, moved about and
gave the a ppearance of life to the place.
Once while such a party was at work, Dick, hidden in
the bushes at a little distance, saw a party of Jagers approach.
They talked volubly in German, although in whispers, and
at length hurried away.
To them t he camp seemed like any other, and Dick smiled.
~'They think we are there," h e sa'd to himself. "They
are sure to make an attack."
Then he went back and sh ow~d himself in the camp in
front of t he fire, so that the Jagers might see him if any
were still watching.
An hour later any one going by at a distance would have
supposed t hat a company of soldie-rs were eating their
suppern , smoking and tak ing a rest after a long march.
Some of t he Liberty Boys could be seen moving about
.
and then went into their tents.
Then these same Liberty Boys stole away Jn the darkness, having heard the sound of advancing men and ho rses.
The Jagers came on with more noise t han the boys had
made.
' There was more rattle, they came on at a gallop, and
the offi cers shouted their orders.
The Liberty Boys, safe in their own well-guarded camp,
heard a sudden roar at a dlstance.
"The J agers have attacked t heir own camp," laughed Bob.
"And shot a dozen poor dummy sentries," added Mark. ,
"And discovered that we don't let an enemy get so close
to us as all t hat," chuckled Jack.
The noise of fir ing soon ceased, and the Liberty Boys kept
a sharp lookout for the Jagers.
The latter had been fool ed tv.rice that day by the boys,
and they might want satisfaction.
There was no alarm during the night, however.
What the J agers t hought no one knew, of course, but
t here was no at tack made during the night .
In the morning the Liberty Boys went on the march again,
determined to keep after the Jagers.
Reaching t he late camp of the enemy, they found it enentirely dismantled.
P roceeding rapidly, but with caution, lest the Jagers
should be wait ing to fall upon them, they halted at noon
without hav:n g seen anything of them.
They may have hur ried on to join Cornwallis to take part
in some movement he ha d on hand.
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Disguising himself, Dick took a horse and set out to see
what he could learn about the enemy, and especially the
Jagers.
After a ride of a few miles he reached a neat-looking
house, where he saw a girl under a tree.
"Good morning," she said.
"Good morning," answered Dick, drawing rein.
"You don't live in this nei_ghborhood ?"
.
"No, I do not."
"I thought I had not seen you before."
"No, I suppose not."
"Stopping around here?"
"Yes, a few milee away."
"With any one I know?"
"I don't know whom you know," with a smile at the girl's
.
curiosity.
"Well, one can't be too careful in these days. You might
be a Tory, and I'm afraid of them."
"So I might be, as far as looks go," and Dick dismounted.
"If I thought you were I'd set the dog on you!" and
the girl churned so vigorously that the cream flew out from
the dasher.
"You need not take that trouble," with a smile. "I am as
good a patriot as yourself."
"Well, I'm glad of that."
"Let me do that," said Dick, taking the dasher. "It requires strength."
"Oh, but I'm stronger than I look."
"You have not been annoyed by any of these Tories you
speak about?" Dick asked.
/
"No, not since we got the dogs," with a laugh.
"Nor by Rangers or Jagers or any of the enemy?"
"No."
"Have you seen or heard of any of these rascals ? "
"No, I have not. Are there any of them about?"
"I hear so, and I wish to.find out."
"Do you know anything of the Liberty Boys?"
"Yes, I know a good deal about them," smiling.
"They say that they are somewhere in the neighborhood.
My brother Joe heard so this morning."
"Well, he is right. They ?-re not very far away."
"Joe wants to join them. He's fifteen and a big fellow.
He thrashed two Tory boys bigger'n himself yesterday for
insulting me."
"What did they do?"
"They called me a rebel, and said I'd sell out to the redcoa,ts if any one paid me ten pounds."
'•
"And Joe thought that was too cheap?" with a smile.
CHAPTER XIII.
"Yes. Say, that butter's come. Don't churn any more.
You'll only spatter me and everybody else."
A HOT PURSUIT.
"Very good. Shall I empty the buttermilk? You'll give
Cornwallis had entered and evacuated Richmond, all in me a mug of it, I suppose?"
"Certainly."
three days.
"Shall I take it in?"
Steuben had joined Lafayette, and the patriots all over
"Put it in the spring house on the bench over yonder,
Virginia were rallying.
The British general, believing the American force to be under the trees."
Dick carried the churn inside and had his glass of butmuch larger than it was, hastened to Williamsburg.
Here he encamped, under the protection of his shipping termilk.
"You tell Joe that the Liberty Boys are in camp in the
and reinforced by troops from Portsmouth.
The Jagers and a company of Rangers were with him, swamp over on the creek," he said as he was going.
"I will. Who shall he ask for?"
and Dick Slater, having a special dislike for these irregu"Most anybody, Bob Estabrook, Mark Morrison, Jack Warlars, determined to harass them all he could.
Lafayette, with Wayne and Steuben, was not far away, ren or any of the boys."
"And who shall he say told him to ask?"
.
keeping his eyes on the earl.
"Dick Slater. The boys all know me. ·Good-by. I have
Dick Slater and his Liberty Boys. were still nearer, keeping themselves hidden, but ready to fly out upon Jagers, business down the road. By the way, what is your name?"
"Jessie Graham."
Rangers, Tories or redcoats at the first opportunity.
"I'll remember that. Good-by."
They were encamped in a swamp on a large creek in
Dick then jumped on his horse and rode oft' at a good
the neighborhood.
There were some · stores not very far distant, and as gait.
Half a mile farther he came to a tavern, and to his surthey knew Cornwallis would want to seize or destroy them,
prise saw a large body of Jagers encamped about it.
they kept scouts out on the watch for the enemy.
There were many in and around the tavern, and a num~
Dick Slater himself. was a famous spy, having acted in
her of loyalists as well.
that capacity for Washington himself.
Dick paused, and some of the Tories came toward him.
"We are after the Jagers," he said to Bob, shortly after
"That's a good horse you've got, boy," the leader, a lieuthey had settled in their swamp camp, "and we must drive
tenant, said gruffly.
them out."
"Yes, so he is, pretty good."
"Decidedly," answered Bob. "The American cause is in
"He's too good for a country boy like you."
peril wherever those miscreants are found. They always
"Oh, I guess not," and Dick wheeled.
do the dirtiest work that Cornwallis has to do, and their
"Well, I say he is," and the Tory officer tried to seize
very presence means mischief."
"That's it in a nutshell," was Dick's reply. "Cornwallis Dick's bridle.
Then some of the Jagers came up, as Dick evaded the
has them with h im, and therefore I know that he has some
Tory's grasp.
dirty work on hand."
If so, it was necessary to learn what it was.

The British general had been threatening Richmond, and
it might be that he was now about the enter the town.
When the boys were settled Dick rode ahead to recon·
noiter.
At the end of a few minutes' ride· he came to a pleasantlooking house by the roadside.
Seeing a young girl sitting on the doorstep, he rode
forward and dismounted.
"Good morning," the girl said. "I would much rather see
you than the men I saw this afternoon."
"They were the enemy?"
"Yes, some fo reign barbarians who spoke like bears and
acted like pigs."
"Jagers, no doubt," with a laugh. "Your description of
them is very good. Did they annoy you?"
"No, but they might have done so if we had not made
a show of resistance."
"But there were many more of them than of yourselves."
"Ye s, of course, but a cannon can mow down a lot of
men at one shot."
"You surely haven't a gun in the house?" with a look
of surprise.
"Well, they thought we had. Jim!" calling.
"What you want, sis ? " a boy asked inside.
"Shove out the gun!"
"All right."
In a minute Dick heard a creaking sound at the side
of the house.
Looking in that direction, he saw what appeared to be a
cannon.
A second glance showed him that it was a black log
mounted on a pair of wagon wheels.
"Very · good," he laughed. "The Jagers did not like ~e
looks of it, then?"
"No, and rode on in a hurry.
"Did they go far?"
"Not so very," answered the boy. "I was down that way
a while ago. They're only a mile or so oft'."
"That is important to know. How long ago was it?"
"About an hour. There was redcoats and these Dutchmen, and I heard 'em talking of going to Richmond."
"Just as I supposed," said Dick, and then he hurried back
to camp.
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The Jagers meanwhile were looking her.e and the1·e for
"Dot wu ein repel!" said one; thickly. "I laiow him-dot
Dick.
was dot repel Shlater, of dose Liberty Boys."
'
One of them opened the door of the spring house.
"Is that so'/" cried the other. "Here, come bacl!: here and
In a moment a big churn, r esting on a bench was overlet me talk to you."
Several of the Jagers cried out excitedly that i~ was Dick turned.
'.l\vo or three gallo~ of buttermilk suddenly rushed out
Slater, and a number of them hurried toward him, some on
in a flood, and the Jager was sent backward.
·
·
·
foot and some mounted.
He let QUt a lot of very voluble German and got up.
"Stop the rebel!" cried the Tory.
.
"Well, you're a sight! " laughed Joe. "What did you
Dick had to put the horse to his paces to escape beil!~ cut
want to go in the sprinlf house for, you clumsy fellow?"
o«.
,
"The r el:)el is in ther e,' snapped the lieutenant. "Surround
Some were coming from the tavern and some from the
it, set it afire, have him out !"
barn, and he would be intercepted if he did no~ make h~st.e.
If he had had Major, he would never have had any fear
"Set fire to a st one house ?" said J essie, coming out with
of the result.
a rifle in her hands.
These 'men knew him, or, if they did not, he was not
Then a dog came tearing around the house, and Joe said :
going to be detained.
"Take him, boy, bite him !"
He sent his horse ahead, upset a man who tried to SlJ.atch
The dog flew at the unfortunate Jager who had reat the bridle as he flew past and then went on.
ceived the contents of the churn and seized him by the
After him came the Tory and a dozen Jagers.
leg.
"Don't let him escape, he is a spy, after him!" yelled the
Nobody darred to shoot at the dog for fear of hitting the
loyalist.
· Jager.
Tories and Jagers joined in the chase, which was a lively
The man tried to shake him off, and went dashing toone.
ward the road with the animal still hanging on.
Dick had a lead, but there were horses behind him much
Then Joe called off the dog and said to the lieutenant:
better than his own, and he would have to exert him"You have no business here. You should have asked our
seJ1.
permission."
If he 1could get into the woods or a swamp he could
"Send the dog away or I'll shoot him!" snarled the Tory.
make his escape.
"It you do, l'll shoot you! " answered Joe fiercely.
On the straight road he knew he would be overtaken but
The loyalist now order ed the J agiers to go into the
down a lane or into some byroad wher.e he could hide or spring house and bring out Dick.
double he could elude his pursuers.
One of them kicked the door open, and three or four
On they flew, remembering that nefl,r Jessie's house there fired a volley into the house.
.
was just such a lane.
The only things hurt were ~ome milkpans.
The Jagers were thundering after him, anxious to seThere was no one in ~he place.
cure him.
"The rebel has escaped by the rear window," cried the
· The loyalist realizing: that if Dick reached the lane he lieutenant. "Search the house."
might escape, urged his horse to his utmost speed aid
"There's no one there," said J essie. "You shan't search
fired.
·
it."
The Jagers sent a volley aft.er Dick at the same time.
"I:f there is no one there, what harm will it do t o
He had almost reachen the) lane.
'
"·
search, Jl!Y girl?" th~ lieutenant asked.
In a few moments he could have darted do~ it ~d
"She isn't your girl," fi~id J oe, "and if she says you can't
escaped.
·
·· ·
go in, yo-q cl!n't."
Now his horse was struck in four or five places and
"Go in and search," said the lieut enant.
fell heavily.
··
Joe called the dog.
Dick was out of the saddle and dashing down the lane
"Go stand in that doorway," h e said. "Don't you let any
in a moment.
one in that doesn't belong there."
He leaped a fence, tore across a field and reached the
The dog at once took up a pQsition in the doorway.
house as the dog came flying out.
"Shoot him," said the Tory.
"Stop, Towserl" cried the girl. "Go lie down, sir."
Joe stepped fo rward.
"It's all right, Towser," said Dick, patting the dog's
"I:f anybody shoots my dog I'll shoot him !" he said. "The
head. "There are some Jagers coming. You can bite them
folks are out, and I'm master here till they come back."
all you please."
"You're harboring a r ebel," snarled the lieutenant. "I
Dick made a dash for the spring house, Q.nd had just
closed the door when the Jagers and the Tory lieutenant could order these men to shoot you, as well as the dog,
and they'd do it in a minut e."
came in sight.
"Then you'd be as big a coward a!i they are. You have
"What do you want?" asked Jessie, as they ca~e forno right in the house, and you shan't go in."
ward.
"Tell
your brother to st and aside," 11aid the officer.
"We are in pursuit of a rebel. He came this way. You
"! 1 shall do nothing of the _sort," declared Jessie, firmly.
·
have secreted him. Where is he?"
"Jove! But you're a p11etty girl. I must have a kiss--"
A boy now came out of the house and said sharply:
Jessie ran toward the .door, but the lieutenant seized her.
"How do you know we have. We have nothing to do with
"Aha, my beauty, now we'll see i f - -"
rebels:"
'
lie suddenly released the girl with a h owl of rage and
"Dick Slater came this way just 11.ow. Have you '!een
pain.
·him?"
The dog had fast.ened his t eeth in the Tory insulter's leg.
"No, I have not, but I'd like to. He's one of the bl'!'v"You will, eh?" said Joe.
est fellows I ever heard of."
The lieutenant tried to draw his pistol, but the pain was
"He's a rebel, and you're another. You know where he
too great, and he fairly danced.
is. Tell me where you have hidden him or---"
"Will you get out if I call off the dog?" asked Joe.
He had dismounted and made a threat.ening gesture.
"Yes, confound you!"
At once the dog flew at him and bore him to the eii.rth.
"Let go, sir," said the boy.
The Tory drew ·h is pistol, and would have shot the dog
had not Joe suddenly shout.ed :
"Look out! I'll shoot if you fire !"
CHAPTER XIV.
The boy's rifle was pointed at the officer's head.
MORE TROUBLE AT THE FARMHOUS~.
The lieutenant dropped his weapon and hissed:
"Confound you for a little r ebel, I'll get even with you for
It would have fared badly with the loyalis~ ~ad not Joe
this!"
Graham, for he it was, called off the dog.
Then he limped across the dooryard to where his hor se
The lieutenant, getting upon his feet, drew his pistol
stood and got in the saddle with some t rouble.
and shot the faithful animal dead in a moment.
The Jagers were undetermined what t o do.
"You're a bully and a coward!" cried Joe, angrily. "Call
They would have shot the boy but for the fact that he
the other dogs, ·sis. Get father's rifle."
"Don't talk to XQ.e like that, you little rebel!" hissed the might shoot first, and there was. no t elling who might be hit.

i.,aun.

The boy now atood in the doo:rway and

au.ld ~
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"Clear out of here, you Dutchman, or some of you will
get hurt."
CHAPTER XV.
The Jagers understood his actions, if they did not know
A PLUCKY BOY.
what he said.
They were reluctant to go empty-handed. but they well
Some of the Jagers were among those whom Dick had
understood the danger of attempting t o enter t he house.
The lieutenant, shielding himself behind a tree, as he driven from the house not long before.
They had evidently got others, made a detour and were
thought, leveled his pistol a t J oe.
Before he could pull the trigger a shot rang out, and he now waiting to waylay Dick.
The . young captain reined in as soon as he saw the
dropped his weapon with a yell.
Jagers.
Then Dick Slater himself appeared around a corner of
"Are these horses good jumper s, Joe ?" he asked.
the house and said :
"Yes,. the very best."
"Be off, all of you!"
"Are you afraid to try the fence and make for the
He held a pistol in each hand, and every man there imag·
woods?"
ined that both were aimed at him.
'
"No!" with promptBess.
"Get out!" said Dick.
"Here goes then. To the right!"
In an instant the Jagers flew to their horsea, leaped into
The Jagers were about to bear down upon the two boys.
t he saddle and went racing down the road.
In
an instant Dick turned his horse toward the rail fence
They had scarcely gone when a middle-aged man and two and urged
him forward.
)'Ounger ones came dashing up.
Joe did the same.
"What's the trouble, J ess?" asked one of the younge1
Over the rails they went at the same moment.
m en.
The Jagers fired, and Joe's hat was carried away.
"Jagers and Tories," said Joe, "but Captain Dick Slate:r
Dick turned and fired at the Jagers.
helt,ied us, Jim."
One of them reeled in his saddle.
'Dick Slater, captaiD of the Liberty Bo)'s 7•
Across the open space ;raced the two boys.
"Yes, here he is."
Nearing the woods, Joe said:
The two young men were Joe's and Jessie's brothers, the
"I know a swamp where they can never follow."
older one being their father.
"Good! Lead the way, Joe."
"Why, is he the captain, Joe? " asked Jessie.
Some of the Jagers had 1aken the fence and were after
"Of course he is. Didn't you know that T I did."
the two plucky :..ioys.
Dick then came forward and said:
His horse was better than the one Dick had ridden be"I was pursued by J agers and Tories. They shot my horsf! fore, and he saw that the one Joe had was its match.
and tried to ride ro~h- shod over everything, but Joe would
He felt no fear of being overtaken by the Jagers now,
not let them."
therefore.
"Yes, but you saw that Tory aiming at me, and he would
Joe dashed oft' to one side, and Dick followed.
h ave had me if you hadn't fired."
The Jagers came thundering on, expecting soon to overtake the boys.
"Very true, Joe, but you had done a lot before that."
They fired again, but did no damage.
"The Tory shot my dog , dad," said Joe. "He wouldn't
have done it if I'd had the ri1le. He didn't shoot the other
Before long Joe entered an open wood, and Dick knew
one."
·
by the signs that the swamp was close at hand.
Dick was warmly received by Jessie's father and brothers
"Go ahead, Joe~" said Dick. "I am well used to these
and invited to stop as lon g as he wished.
places."
"The Jagers are in the district ," said Dick. "I must call
In a short time one of the pursuing Jagers was mired,
out the Liberty Boys and drive them out of it."
and had to scramble out of the saddle in haste.
"I hope you will,'' said the elder man.
Another, in trying to extricate him, got int o a bad place
"Tarleton, Simcoe and other marauder s are no doubt himself.
near," added Dick, "looking f or what they can seize."
By the time the two were on good ground again the boy1
had disappeared.
"We will arouse the country and drive them out."
.
Then the Jager s, fearing to go on, t ried to get out and
"That's what I'm going to do," said Dick.
"Oh, I say, dad. can't I join the Liberty Boys?" cried Joe. found one as hard as the other.
The boys hea rd them shout ing for help for some time.
"How do you know that t hey want you, son?" with a
"They'll have some fun getting out," laughed Joe.
laugh.
"If they are not used to such things, they certainly will,•
"Well, but can I if they do? .Have y ou any room for
replied Dick.
a boy like me, Captain?"
The boys went on, ·and gradually they ceased to hear
"Yes," said Dick, "we have. From what I have seen of
the Jagers calling.
you, Joe, you· are just the sort of boy we want."
"They'll get out some time," said Dick, "but they will ~
"Can I join 'em, dad?" asked Joe eagerly, "Am I big
cautious how they venture into swamps again." .
enough, Captain? Am I old enough?"
They left the swamp at length and got into the road.
"Yes, Joe; but aren't you going t o ask your mother?"
Then they pushed on, Dick knowing his way, and at length
"I can't. Captain," replied J oe, his eyes filling.
"I don't know what Jess will do without you," said the reached the swamp where the Liberty Boys had their camp.
"I don't see any sign of a camp yet," said Joe. "Is it
farmer. "You and she ·are the only r eal young ones I have,
near?"
now that the boys have grown up so amazin'."
"We are close to it."
"Can I go, Jess?" asked Joe, wit h a laugh.
"You must have it well hidden," with a laugh, "and pur"I wouldn't keep you oack a minute, Joe," said the airl
posely. We don't want the Jagers or the Rangers to find
heartily.
"You can join them if Captain Slater wants you, Joe," us till we are ready to spring out upon them."
Suddenly a blue heron's discordant cry was heard.
said the boy's father.
Then a frog croaked.
"I would like to borrow a hor se, sir," said Dick. "I must
Dick whistled.
get to our camp at once. I wiU send it back."
"It's all right," boy1," he called. •1 have brought a new
"I'll go with you," said Joe. "I can bring the horse back Liberty
Boy."
and say good-by, if it's all right."
Then all of a sudden a dozen Liberty Boys stepped out
"Very good, Joe."
the thicket, from behind trees and alongside stumps.
The two horses were soon ready and Dick and Joe were from
"This is Joe Graham," said Dick. "He wants to be a
in the saddle.
"I'll come back and tell you what they 11ay, dad," said Liberty Boy, and I can recommend him."
now dismounted and went fotward, presently comJoe. "I suppose I'll have to stand some sort of examfna.. ingDick
upon the camp.
tion."
Bob, Mark, Jack, Paul and a score more came up aDll
"I don't think there'll be any trouble about that, Joe,• greeted Joe warmly.
·
said Dick, and then they were oft'.
"Your friend has lost his hat, and there
Not a quarter of a mile from the house they suddenly in yours," said Mark. "The usual story?" is a bullet hole
eaJlle · u~ on a dozen JagerL
"There'• beeu an adv811.tu,n. I know." added 18U
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"What was it?" laughed Bob. "Been havin~ an adventure?"
"Several of them, Bob, and I've brought an appetite back
with me. There are Jagers about, and we must look out
for them."
\
"Looking for stores, I suppose?"
"Yes, but if we advance rapidly and get word to the general, we can cut them off."
"You have time for dinner, I suppose ? " asked Ben Spurlock, who generally had some lively remark to make.
"Yes," with a smile. "Send some one to acquaint the general,
Mark."
Sam, Ben and George were at once despatched on this
errand.
Patsy soon had dinner.., ready, and Joe sat down with
the rest and enjoyed a plain but wholesome meal, washed
down with clear spring water and good coffee.
"You would best return with the horses, Joe," said Dick
at the close of the meal, "and come back at nightfall."
"And this attack upon the Jagers?"
"Will not be made until we can get word to Lafayette.
There are not enough of us to attack the enemy."
"Very good. I will return by evening."
Joe then set off upon one horse, leading the other.
) He was well out of the swamp and almost to the road,
when he was suddenly set upon by a dozen or fifteen evillooking fellows in ragged and dirty clothes, torn hats and
unkempt locks.
They quickly pulled him off his horse and led him into
a small, open space in the woods.
.. You've been with the Liberty Boys, hain't you?" growled
one.
,
"What are they erbout ennyhow?" snarled another.
"They've got some plan ergin ther king's sogers," a third
one said. "What is it?"
Joe kep,t · a firm silence.
·
"Whyn t yer speak?" growled one. "Hain't yer be'n with
ther Liberty Boys ? "
'
..I won't tell you."
"Haven't they got er camp in ther swan1p some'eres ?"
-"I won't tell you."
"But yer've be'en with 'em, hain't yer?"
"I shan't tell you where I have been nor with whom."
"Well, ef yer'll say ye're er l'yal subject an' say 'Long
live ther king,' we'll let yer go."
"I won't say it!" firmly.
"Then ye're er rebel!"
"I am not; I am a patriot, and I won't wish the king
long life."
"Ye're er rebel, an' yer've be'n with ther Liberty Boys."
Joe said nothing.
"Where do they hang out?" ·
Joe still maintained silence.
"What are they goin' ter do?"
"I won't tell you anything, whether I have or have not
been with the Liberty Boys, or whether I know their places
or not; I will tell you nothing," said Joe, with determina.tion.
"Tie him to er tree, fellers, an' blind his eyes."
Joe was bound to a tree and blindfolded.
"Get yer pistols ready, fellows."
Joe heard the cocking of a dozen pi stols.
"Now are yer goin' ter tell us ennything?"

"Nol"

t

"Then prepare ter die. When I count three, it'll be all
over."
Joe still said nothing.
"One!"
The boys threw aside their rough hats and coats.
"Two!"
A dozen uniform coats were quickly brought out and
donned.
Still Joe was silent.
"Three!"
Joe braced himself firmly and held his lips tight together.
Then a single pistol was fired.
At the next moment one of the boys cut Joe's bonds, and
another whisked the h~dkerchief off his eyes.
Then he saw Mark, Jack, the two Harrys, Paul and twice
as many more standing in front of him.
"You're true blue, old man; give me your hand," said
lilark.

"You're the right sort," said Jack, slapping him on the
back.
"You're a true Virginian and a true boy," cried Paul
heartily.
"And just the sort for us," added Harry Thurber.
Then all the boys shook hands with Joe and said complimentary things about him.
"Suppose I had betrayed the Liberty Boys?" asked Joe
gravely.
"You did not," answered Mark, with deep feeling, "and
that is enough."
"You have stood the test," said Jack. "We have been
deceived at times, but you are the true metal. No one who
was not could have stood a test like that."
Then Dick Slater and Bob stepped out.
"Joe Graham," said Dick, "raise your right hand."
Joe obeyed.
"Do you swear to uphold your country in all that is right,
to give your life for her if need be, to stand by your comrades in good or evil repute, and to defend your country's
honor in spite of everything?"
"I do!" said Joe firmly.
"Then you are one of us, and I am proud of you."
"Hurrah for the new Liberty Boy!" cried all the rest.
Then Joe jumped on his horse and rode away, the proud- ·
est boy· in all Virginia.

CHAPTER XVI.
A FIGHT AT THE CROSSROADS.

Quite late that night the Liberty Boys went on the march
against the Jagers.
Lafayette had sent up a strong division to meet the enemy.
The gallant lads went ahead as an advance guard.
Joe had returned, as he had said he would .
He was now in uniform and was one of the Liberty Boys.
It was seldom that a new recruit was called upon to go
into battle so soon after joining the Liberty Boys.
However, Joe was a plucky fellow, and would not quail
when under fire.
He had shown what he was made of more than once
that day, and Dick had every trust in him.
Bob, Mark, Jack and all the boys were ready to speak a
good word for him and to stand by him in the fight which
they knew was sure to come.
The Liberty Boys were within half a mile of the tavern
where the Jagers were posted when they were discovered
by a scout placed on a hilltop.
He dashed off at once to give the alarm.
The brave fellows pushed on and reached the tavern, to
find the Jagers up in battle array.
Colonel Armstrong, their commander, had taken down
the fences on either side of the road to make more room for
fighting.
The gallant lads at once dashed forward, firing a volley
and cheering loudly.
The advance i;uard of the Jagers. thinking that Lafayette's whole army was coming, fell back.
The Liberty Boys took up a position behind a barn and
awaited the coming of the general. .
Dick meanwhile kept a strict watch upon the Jagers.
There were many of them, and there were other independent bodies, but no regulars as yet.
The Jagers presently advanced, hoping to drive back the
resolute youths.
The boys were ready for them, and, advancing from both
sides of the barn, some mounted and some on foot, poured
in a tremendous volley.
The Jagers thought that both cavalry and infantry were
opposed to them.
They fell back once more, and Dick drew off his Liberty boys.
Then Lafayette's detachment came up.
The enemy had more men than the combined force of the
patriots.
Lafayette quickly saw this, and resolved upon a ruse to
deceive the enemy.
Calling up Dick, he said:
"Take your Liberty Boys through the woods behind the
barn and make your way to the top of the hill."
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"Very good, General," said Dick, quickly guessing what
They were indeed.
was intended. ·
In a few moments they were in the very thick of it.
"Show them there in plain sight for a minute or two and
The score of Jagers rushed upon Dick and his little ba•d
then come down."
to cut them off.
"I will do so."
.
At once Mark's division dashed forward.
In some manner Joe suddenly found himself close to Dick,
Then Dick hurried a:;fay at the head of the Liberty Boys.
They galloped through the wood, which was open enough who at that moment was opposed to half a dozeia gian•
for that purpose, and struck into a road leading to the Jagers, rushing upon him with their swords raised.
hill.
Joe discharged his musket and unseated one of the Jagers.
Then, swinging the weapon around his head, he rushed on,
The hilltop was bare and in plain sight from the tavern.
Lafayette had thrown his whole force against the com- and the Jagers were mowed down like weeds.
The plucky fellow stopped his horse just in time to prebined bodies of the enemy.
Jagers, Rangers, loyalists, armed Tories and a mere smat- vent dashing into a score of the enemy.
Then Mark, Jack and the rest galloped up and the fight
teri~g of redc~ats, who had come up, threw themselves
became furious, and the Jagers were forced to retreat.
agamst the vahant young Frenchman.
- He stood his ground, and the enemy prepared for one
tremendous rush which would crush the "rash rebels," as
they called them.
.
CHAPTER XVII.
Then the distant notes of a bugle were heard.
Looking in the direction of the sound, the enemy saw a
JOE A PRISONER.
body of patriot cavalry on the hilltop.
The sun shone upon the blue and buff of the young ContiThe Liberty Boys pursued the Jagers a full mile, firing
nentals, and there was no mistaking them.
The bugle sounded the charge, and in a minute or two the as often as they could and creating the greatest havoc.
Then the road divided, and some of the enemy went this
patriots disappeared.
·
Patsy was the bugler, and he put all his spirit into the way and some that.
· Dick halted, as evening was approaching.
lively t une he played.
Picking out a good place for a camp where they could
Then Dick led the Liberty Boys from the hilltop back to
keep a watch on the enemy, as well as make a good defense
the scene of the fight.
As they neared the barn the buglers blew again, and then in case they were attacked, the Liberty Boys now rested
Lafayette dashed forward as if he had received reinforce- after a most eventful day.
Patsy and Carl set out on a foraging expedition with Joe
ments.
The Jagers retreated, the Liberty Boys t>,ursuing them for company.
They had ridden some little distance, when they came
across the field where the fence had been takefi down.
Dick asked, as a special favor, that he should attack the to a long, low, rambling house with great trees growing
close to it and outbuildings behind it.
Jagers.
"Dere was ein houses," said Carl. "I bet me we was got
The general readily granted it, and Dick threw his gal- somedings dere."
.
•
lant lads upon the foreigners.
"I'll go around to the rear and you go to the front door,•
Away they went in a panic, scattering right and left, said Joe. "Then we'll be sure to find some one."
throwing away hats, swords. muskets and even their coats
He rode around to the rear, sprang from his horse and
and boots in their haste.
walked
toward the door.
"We don't want to be burdened with such rubbish," sputPatsy and Carl, about to ride 'Up to the front door, saw
tered Bob. "The musketl'l are heavy enough, but they are something which alarmed them.
u seful, and that is the only excuse for taking them."
Two Jagers came to an open window and looked out,
Had the Jagers and others known that their numbers ww-e
Then another came to the door.
superior to those of the patriots, the result would have been ·There was a great jabbering inside, and a lot of Jagers
different.
rushing out.
.
The Jagers having fled, the other bodies were forced to came
Patsy and Carl calle'd to Joe to make haste.
fall back.
Poor Joe, suspecting nothing knocked on the door.
Dick Slat er made no prisoners, but drove the Jagers before
It was thrown suddenly open, and two Jagers sprang out.
him till not one was in sight.
Joe sprang back and made a dash for his horse.
He r eturned with a number of horses and a goodly supply
Then a Jager leaped out from the woodshed and interof arms and ammunition.
cepted him, and Joe was caught.
Joe Graham had not had much chance to show himself,
Then the Jagers in front began a fusillade upon Patsy and
for it had been more of a rout than a fight, the Jagers never Carl.
standing up against the Liberty Boys after that first preThe trees luckily saved them, and they went flying down
liminary skirmish at the barn.
road at full speed.
The enemy was soon in full flight in the direction of Will-. theTurning
his head, Patsy caught sight of poor Joe strugiamsburg, and the stores they had expected to seize were gling with four or five Jagers and then dragged into the
still in the possession of the patriots.
house.
Although Dick had only obeyed instructions in marchReaching the camp, Patsy said:
ing to the hilltop and back, Lafayette praised him highly
"Dhe new Liberty Bhy do be a pris'ner wid dhim Jagers,
for the manner in which the move had been executed, and bad 'cess to dhim."
also for his subsequent fiery dash upon the Jagers.
Taking a party of twenty, including Patsy and Carl, who
After the retreat of the enemy the Liberty Boys rested for asked to go as an especial favor, Dick set out for the old
a time, and in the afternoon set out to take up a position house .
. 11.ear the camp of Cornwallis in order to keep watch upon
Arrived in sight of it, Dick was greatly surprised to see
that there was quite a camp on the other side of the road
him.
They were riding on at an easy pace, in solid order, with opposite the house.
,
"Dere was too many off dose Jager vellers to fighd ?nit,"
only a small advance guard, and this not far ahead of the
main body.
said Carl.
"Yes, even if we had all the Liberty Boys."
Suddenly Dick discovered a large body of Jagers, where
"Why you don'd was tried dot stratechy like you was doed
he had not expected to find any one.
There was little time to think, but Dick Slater seldom re- one oder day alretty ?" asked Carl.
"I think I shall have to," laughed Dick.
quired very much.
The boys withdrew, and Jack said~
"Fire!" he cried. "Charge! Down with the foreigners!"
"They seem to have a guara about the house as well as
The boys cheered and fired a volley.
i
This brought up the rest of the troop, and at once there before the camp. There must be some big officer in the
place."
was a tremendous melee.
"Very likely."
Joe was with Paul, Ben, Sam, the two Harrys and Jack
"Then if we could capture him we'd make them swap
Warren, close to Mark.
him."
"Come on old man," said Jack, encouragingly. "It looks Joe"Afor
very good idea," said Dick. "I thinl< we'll try it."
as if we we;e in for a fight this time."
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CHAPTER XVIII.
A DARING UNDERTAKING.

Joe was dragged into the house and taken before one
of the officers.
The latter glared at him, asked him something in German and then called in others.
Joe shook his head.
"Are you Dick Slater, the rebel?" asked one of the newcomers.
"I am not a rebel, I am a patriot."
"Well, are you Dick Slater?"
"No, I am not."
''Take him avay und ve vill hang him in der morgen," said
the Jager.
Meanwhile the presence of the Jagers in great force having been discovered Dick drew back to safe distance and
began to discuss days and means.
Dick's plan was to create a disturbance at a distant part
of the camp so as to bring the Jagers away from the front.
Dick determined to make the attack at noon, when the
Jagers would be at their dinner.
Shortly before that time he stationed a party of twenty
Liberty Boys behind the large barn, out of sight of the
house, but within easy distance of it.
Before that he had sent Bob and another and larger party
to make a supposed attack upon the house.
The sound of firing was to be the signal for the attack
in the rear.
Suddenly there was a tredlendous noise heard at the
edge of the camp, and some of the officers ran out of the
house.
Then the party at the back of the house, under Dick, suddenly dashed forward.
They reached the house, entered it and scattered about in
different directions.
Jack saw a sentry in front of a door and instantly knocked
him down.
Patsy threw himself against the door and burst it open.
Joe came flying out.
Then they all hurried downstairs.
Dick meanwhile had come upon a major of Jagers in the
·
front room.
The officer was seized before he could cry out or resist.
Dick and his party dashed out at the back way.
Reaching the road they jumped upon their horses, forced
the major to ride in front of Carl and rode away.

CHAPTER XIX.

.

"·

TURNING THE TABLES.

The Liberty Boys, being lighter in every way than the
Jagers, could ride faste.r.
The enemy were urging their horses to the utmost how-

tnier.

They were making every effort to overtake the boys, and
they spared neither whip nor spur.
At length the enemy came in sight.
It was not far now to the swamp.
For a time the boys were hidden from their pursuers by
,
the trees.
Then they rode into the swamp.
When th7 Jagers came up nothing was to be seen of the
boys.
There were the tracks left by the horses, however.
The Jagers attempted to follow.
For a time all went well.
Then what was safe ground to traverse seemed dangerous,
and what seemed safe was treacherous.
Many horses became mired, and were with great dift'i.
culty extricated.
Some said the boys had gone this way, some declared
that to be the right path, while others again disagreed
with both.
At any time the gallant fellows could have poured bl a
deadly volley upon· the Jagers from their hidine places.
Dick Slater never took life unneceasarily, however, and
the boys remained silent.
At last the Jagers floundered out of the awamp and went

-

Dick and his several scouts, posted at different points, saw
the Jagers depart, and at length nothing was seen or heard
of them.
"We've got Joe back, and we don't need to exchange our
prisoner," said Bob. "What shall we do with him?"
"We might let him go, I suppose," answered Dick quietly.
"But shall you?" asked Mark in a tone of disappointment.
"It would be more of a lesson to these rascals to turn him
over to Lafayette," said Jack.
"I think so myself," answered Dick; "and that is what I
am going to do."
They left the swamp by another way; and presently from
a bit of rising ground saw the Jagers returning.
They rushed down upon them and then suddenly turned
and made for the swamp.
They let themselves be seen till a number of the enemy
had followed them in, and then they disappe~red.
The Jagers in the swamp could not get out, and those not
in it would not go to their rescue.
Then the boys appeared from another quarter and captured the Jagers, showing them the way to the right path
only to make them prisoners.
The Jagers were greatly chagrined at being so cleverly
outwitted.
They began to think that, after all, these despised "rebels"
were not only worthy of their steel, but might be superior to
them.
Fifty prisoners were . captured and kept under a strong
guard in the swamp till the next day.
The rest of the Jagers, thinking them hopelessly lost,
hurried back to join Comwallis.
Dick took his prisoners out of the swamp the next day.
By a rapid march he shortly reached Lafayette and ·turned
over his prisoners.
"I thought you did not take prisoners, Dick?" said the
general with a smile.
"I don't as a rule, sir," was Dick's reply.
"And now?" •
"These fellows need a lesson."
"Exactly."
"They think because we are only boys tnat we don't
know very much."
"A great mistake, Dick."
"They think that they are the only fighters."
"Another mistake."
"Besides that, they are cruel, thieving, treacherous fellows, and if they are made to suffer, they may learn something."
"Somo men never do, Dick," with a smile.
Dick left the prisoners with Lafayette, and it was some
·
time before they were paroled.
The Liberty Boys continued their pursuit of the Jagers,
but did not neglect other enemies.
They had smart brushes with Rangers in which they
came off victorious.
They routed several bands of armed Tories who had been
making themselves a terror to the countryside.
Then they met the regulars and gave them a taste of
their quality as well.
Cornwallis, evacuating one place after another, harassed
by Swayne, Steuben, Lafayette and other patriots, at last
made his way to the coast.
Later he met his downfall at the siege of Yorktown, in
which the Liberty Boys took an active part.
There was more fighting after that, and the Liberty Boys
took a hand in it, and remained in the service until peace
•
was declared.
Joe Graham continued with the Liberty Boys till the
end of the war and was well liked..
After the war Tunica Carter and Jessie Graham became
acquain~d because they married two of the Liberty Boys,
and each wanted the other to become acquainted with his

wile.

Then, when the American cause was no longer in peril,
these boys who had fought for it shared the blessings of
peace, and enjoyed the satisfaction which comes of a duty
well per!ormed.
Next week's issue will contain ''THE LIBERTY BOYS'
LIGHTNING SWEEP; OR, THE AFFAIR AT RUGELEY'S

KILL."
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·' FROM ALL POINTS
SPARROWS GET FAT ON STRYCHNIN E
· T~e English sparrow has been considerably
maligned and his worthlessness has been r ecounted
from time immemorial, but it remains for Mrs.
Frank Engle of Warrensburg, Mo., t o bring the
worst indictment against the "spitzer." She says
they cannot be killed, even with poison.
Warrensburg people have declared that the sparrows are a nuisance and have been the cause of
many young gardens disappearing during the last
several weeks, so it was decided that a war should
be made upon them.
Mrs. Engle decided upon strychnine as a sure
means of exterminating them, so she put out some
grain and sprinkled it liberally with this virulent
poison. The birds came and devoured the food, and
Mrs. Engle saw visions of dead sparrows lying
around in her yard. Instead of that, the bir ds came
back for more, bringing their sisters, cousins and
a_unts, and t~ date Mrs. Engl~ has failed to find a
smgle dead bird.

FISH CAUGHT A MAN
A sportsman tells of a curious incident. From
his story, which appears to be authentic, it aj)pears
that a party of fishermen were out in a boat after
gudgeon. One of the men, whose horse had become
lamed some miles from home, had been taken on
board, but was not fishing. As a penalty for wearing spurs he sat in the bow with his feet hanging
over the side of the skiff.
Soon after his entrance into the boat one of the
anglers caught a small gudgeon, which he playfully
hung on the horseman's projecting spur. The incident was forgotten and the gudgeon hung there, its
tail just touching the water.
Suddenly the man gave a cry of astonishment,
and the others looking up saw a large jackfish
splashing the' water in vigorous fashion. The boat
began to rock· the man in the bow lost his balance
and tumbled Into the lake, where he disappeared
from sight.
A moment later he rose to the surface, the jackfish still thrashing the water about his foot, and it
was seen the fish was caught on the spur. The
jack was a huge fellow and very strong, and in it!!!
struggles for freedom it plunged down towa"rd th~
bottom of the lake, dragging the man feet foremost
after it. His weight, however, was too much for the,
fish and it made small headway.
The fishermen now went to the assistance of their
companion. One of them struck the jack with an
oar and stunned it. The man was pulled into the
boat and the jackfish despatched. The big fish had
jumped for the gudgeon, fixed its teeth in its body
and had somehow been caught by the gill on the
crane necked spur.

$10 BILLS MADE OUT OF ONES
Working in conjunction With the New York police,
United States Secret Service agents have rounded
up a gang of alleged counterfeiters who they say
have been operating for the last month. The alleged counterfeiters , seven men and a women, are
held- on a charge of "altering and r aising the denominations of United States currency."
The prisoners who are held for the Federal Court
describe themselves as Mary Callahan, Martin Lavin, John O'Reilly, William Schneider, Walter Kirk,
John Morgan, William Giddes and William Tierney.
According to the polic'e of the West 135th Street
Station, Mary Callahan entered the gentlemen's
furnishing goods store of F. Ichelson, at No. 2606 Eighth avenue, and
ATl'ENTION, SCENARIO WRITERS?
gave a clerk what looked like a
Get the New Book on Scenario Con•trucUon
$10 bill. The police say Ichelson,
upon examining the bill, saw that
it was a $1 bill with the corner of a
$10 bill pasted onto it, He detained
Pric• 35 Cents Per Co~y
By JAMES P. COGAN
the woman and called the police.
of construction a1;1d
.method
tlae
in
chances
recent
most
the
all
contaiaa
It
After twenty hours of questioning,
submisaien of scenarios.
the police say, the woman confessed,
Sixty Ll'.!•sons, coveri,ng every plaue of acenario writing, from the most
implicating others. The arrest of
elemental to the moat advanced principlu.
This treatise covers enrything • person must know in order to become ~
Lavin, O'Reilly and Schneider folsuccesaful •cenario writer.
lowed. Early last evening the others
the neweat wrinkles are clearly explained, and every known good point
All
that
say
were arrested. The police
is shown, to increase ;rour chance of 11ellinc your work.
the alleged counterfeiters would
FOR SALE BY ALL NEWS-DEALER S AND BOOK STO~ES.
take a $1 bill, paste one. corner of a
If you cannot procure a c;opy, '~d us the price, 35 cents, in money or
posta ge stamps, and we will mail you one, postage free. Address :
$10 bill on it and then select a store
L. SENARENS, Number 219 Seventh Avenue, New York, N. Y.
where there was a rush of business

SCEN ARIO S

and pass the bill.

~;:teTThem

The Travels of Tom Tr81D~·
OR

HUNTING DOWN HIS ACCUSER
\

By RALPH MORTON
(A SERIAL STORY)

others the story of the chase and the deadly combat
CHAPTER X (Continued).
Tom wonder ed what it all meant, but he could see bet ween the two Chinamen, which had resulted ii;i
plainly enough that the big man was heading for the the probable death of both.
Then he opened the bag, folded back the loose
dinkey, and there was no doubt in the boy's mind
epd of it, and exposed the cont ents to view.
that he intended to make use of it.
What they saw looked like an enor mous lump of
That was enough for Tom, and with a shout to
warn them that they were observed, Tom dashed gray wax, streaked with white, br own and gray, but
the instant Captain F orsyth clapped his eyes on it
down the sloping bank toward t he water.
The big man heard the shout, cast a swift glance he let out a yell like a Comanche Indian.
Then he whirled around and he extended his hand
over his shoulder, caught sight of the boy, and ran
to Tom, who looked at him with a stonishment.
al1 the faster.
" I congratulate you!" shouted the captain.
He was a good sprinter, and .increased the distance
" On what?" demanded Tom.
between himself and the little man, reached the boat,
" On picking up an independent fortune."
threw in the bag that he was carrying, shoved the
·
Tom gasped with surprise.
boat clear from the shore after slashing the painter
"Why, what is it?" he asked.
in two with one sweep of a knife that suddenly ap"Why, it's ambergris of the fin est kind, and it's
peared in his hand, and leaped into the small craft
worth more than its weight in gold."
as it drifted away.
But the delay necessary to cut the rope and shove
off gave the little Chinaman time to dash up close
to the shore, and as the dinkey receded from land
CHAPTER XI.
the latter made a flying leap toward it.
He landed in the st ern of the receding craft.
The boat rocked violently. The big man turned WEALTH IS OF NO USE TO ME UNTIL I HA VE CLEARED
MY REPUTATION.
and grappled with his small but plucky antagonist.
Out of the boat they went, still struggling furThe three boys stared in astonishment at Captain
iously, and a moment later were caught in a whirling
Forsyth.
eddy and disappeared from sight.
In a general way they knew something about amThe dinkey righted itself, and as the current set
toward the shore it soon came back to a point within bergris, and had an idea that it was valuable, but
a few feet of where the boy was standing, and he at they could scarcely credit that the gray mass lying
before them represented a fortune.
once leaped into it.
" Do you mean that?" demanded Phil.
He rowed out to where he had seen the fighting
" I do," asserted the captain. "I have found a few
Chinamen disappear, but saw no sign of either of
them, and concluded that they were both dead and lumps myself in the .course of many years on the
sea, and I've inspect ed those found by others. It is
lying on the bottom of the sea.
It was evident to Tom that the bag contained thrown up by whales, and the doctors say t hat it
something that the two men had fought over, so he comes from some disease like appendicitis. There
opened the loose end and looked in. He saw some- are two kinds, the black and the gray, and the gray
thing that looked like an immense lump of wax, and is the more valuable sort. It is used all over t he
beinsr unable to make out what it was, decided to world in the manufacture of the highest grade of
perfumes, and there is always a demand in the martake it to the yacht.
captain
the
Star"
for it. "
ket
"Northern
the
reached
When he
" What do you suppose that is wor th?" coolly
was down in the cabin with the cousins, and to that
place Tom bor e the heavy bag, which weighed as asked Tom, who was not a bit put off his balance.
Captain Forsyth surveyed it carefully.
much as an ordinary man.
certainly weighs over two hundred pounds," he
"It
the
told
then
and
,
floor
He placed the bag on the
\
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said, "an.d is a'f1 extra fine block, so it will fetch a time to hear from the captain after leaving Honoprice. I m not an expert, but I can say that lulu in the 'Southern Seas.' "
it is worth anywhere from sixty to seventy-five
" That's right" said Ph'l " d
1
11•
thousands of dollars "
.
'
I ,
an we can a so reca
Ph . .
·
.
that Captam Dale was crazy with liquor at that
I 1 and Arthur shouted with exc1t~ment, ~lapped time, and · that Harvey virtually ran away from
Tom on the back, and congratulated him on his good him."
fortune.
"Th
·
"Doesn't that make you happy?" asked the caper~ is no doubt that there is some sort of untain.
de~standing .bet:veen them, and that means that they
"No it does not" was the answ~r "Of course it have some v1llamous scheme on foot, for the uncle is
is a g;eat thing t~ have money in ~lenty and if I no better than the nephew," put in Arthur Morrison.
can return to the city of New York and' walk the " ! hoJ?e ,,we'll be able to find out what it is, and
· porn
· t ed a t , t h en money will
. be block it.
s t reet s w1"th ou t b emg
of great service to me, for I will build and equip the
"I suspect that it is something in connection with
finest gymnasium in the country, and that will give th.?.t pretty Marion Harland," said Phil, with a sly
me an occupation for life and a good paying one, glance at Tom.
but wealth is of no use to me until I have cleared the
" Well," said Tom, blushing slightly "the most imstain from my reputation."
portant thing at present is to find out whether HarThe others said nothing, but it was clear that they vey Dale is on board the 'Ocean Light' or where he
agreed with Tom in his declaration.
is, so we'd better be talking of some plan to discover
"Well,'' said the captain, "we'll box this valuable his whereabouts."
block of stuff, and put it away safely until the time
" I'll tell you what I think would be the best idea "
comes for Tom to sell it. It is easy to understand said Phil. "Sailors are not overpaid, especially on'a ·
that the two Chinamen found it on the seashore, and 'tramp' steamer, and a little bribe would probably
that the big fellow saw a chance to swindle his part- open the mouth of any one of the crew of the 'Ocean
ner when he sighted Tom's coat, and his treachery Light' that we might meet ashore, even if he had
cost the lives of both."
been warned to say nothing. After such a long run
The valuable block of ambergris was carefully some of the crew would be sure to be granted shore
boxed and then stowed in a corner where it would leave when in port, and it will not be difficult
be safe and not cause any suspicion of its worth, and to find some of them at one of the various drinking
soon after that the coaling was completed and the places. For that matter, while we are looking for
"Northern Star" resumed her journey to Melbourne. some of the crew, we may run across Dale himself."
Tom gave athletic lessons to the cousins, the cap" That's a good idea," said Tom, so the cousins
tain and mate told stories of the sea, the weather were rowed ashore, and at once began their search.
was mostly fine, so that they almost lived on deck,
Within two hundred yards of the shore they came
and the time passed pleasantly.
upon three sailors who were about to enter a drink•
It was early in the morning of a beautiful day ing place, and as their faces were familiar, Tom at
when they sighted the city of Melbourne, and two once hailed them, talking to them in sailor style.
hours later they dropped anchor in Port Phillip. The
•• Avast there, mates!" he said.
boys were all on deck, and eagerly scanned the
The sailors halted, and looked at him inquiringly.
various vessels in the calm and spacious harbor.
"! think I've seen your figureheads," said Tom.
"There's the 'Sydney,'" said Phil, pointing to the " Don't you belong to the crew of the 'Ocean
steamer that had carried Harvey Dale from Hong Light' 7"
Kong.
" That's right, mate," responded one of them.
They all stared at the vessel, and then Tom looked
" ! thought so," carelessly said Tom. "How is
at some of the other ships that lay at anchor nearby, Captain Dale 7"
and suddenly gave a start of surprise.
·' Quite right, mate."
"Look!" he said, and pointed to the left of the
"And how is young Mr. Dale, his nephew?"
"Sydney."
The three sailors looked at one another in a most
The cousins followed the indication pointed out by uneasy style, and did not answer.
Tom, and then they both exclaimed with surprise,
The three boys at once understood that the men
for there lay the " Ocean Light!"
had been warned to say nothing about Harvey.
"Aha!" said Tom. "Now we know why Harvey
Phil Merriweather stepped forward with a big
Dale sailed from Hong Kong for Melbourne."
gold coin shining in his open hand.
"It was to meet that rascally uncle of his," said
"See here, lads," he said, "we're not the kind to let
Phil.
our tongues wag about any trifle of information that
"Exactly," said Tom, "and it all goes to prove that we may pick up, and if you will answer our questions
they have some interest in common. Why, it's as you may have this for drinks 7"
plain as day that it was arranged between them that
The sailors looked inquiringly at each other, and
the 'Ocean Light' was to go to Melbourne, and that then the one who had spoken with Tom addressed
Harvey was to join his uncle here, for Harvey has his comrades.
moved with such rapidity that he couldn't have had ·
(To be continued.)
~a~cy
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
general run of their customers. This signifies the
THE DEEPEST WELLS IN THE WORLD
man or woman who takes a chance,. who spends
Pittsburgh,
~f
Company,
Gas
The Hope Natural
enjoys the reputation of having twice broken the more than h~ earns, or who spends his money be.
world's record for deep wells within the past two fore he gets ~t.
They are m shar p contrast to those thn~ty peryears. One of these deep borings known as Martha
Goff well No. 4190, is located eight miles northeast ~ons who. regularly put by a part of their earnof Clarksburg, w. Va. Drilling was begun April mgs to tide over an emergeJ.lCY, and who never
19, 1916, and on March 4, 1918, a depth of 7,386 therefore n:ed hav~ recour~e t~ a pawnshop. The
feet had been reached, thus exceeding by 37 feet latter type is t~e kmd that is prepared to take holq
the depth of the well hithero known as "the deepest of an opportum~ as well as. meet .an emergency.
well in the world," located at Czuchow, Upper Si- They a;e achievmg p:ospenty "Y"J:l.11~ the pawn~esia, Germany. At this depth the steel cable parted, brokers. patrons are still. floundenng m the bog of
over 5;000 feet down, leaving the tools and 2,000 uncertamty and often gomg from bad to worse.
The habit of risking one's property for a tempofeet of cable in the hole, and the well had to be
abandoned. This record has since been surpassed rary loan is traced back t o the Biblical days of Exoin the I. H. Lake well No. 4304, drilled by the same dus, when "men pledged their possessions to one ancompany 61-2 miles southeast of Fairmont, W. Va. other in order to bargain for new flocks or to purDrilling began here August 5, 1916. On June 18, chase baubles for new wives."
The writer stresses the fact that many people,
1919, a depth of 7,579 feet had been reached, 193
feet greater than the depth of the Goff well. At this especially actors, oft en buy a diamond as soon as
depth misfortune again overtook the company. The they can amass the cost, j ust t o use as a security on
tools stuck in the drill-hole and the cable parted, which to borrow. War Savings Stamps, always releaving tools and 4,000 feet of cable in the hole. deemable on ten days' not ice, these days fulfill this
"Fishing" was unsuccessful, and this well also has function for a great many people who face an emerbeen abandoned. These wells were sunk in the gency. They have the invalqable advantage of alhope of reaching the rich gas-bearing and oil-bear- ways being worth mor e than was paid for them, and
ing "Clinton" (Medina) sand, which extends across are exceptionally easy to accumulate..
Foreigners, according t o the writer, seldom pateastern Ohio and is supposed to underlie the part of
West Virginia in question. The failure to reach the ronize the pawnbroker. They come to this country
petroliferous bed was due to an unexpected thicken- for the purpose of bettering their conditions. They
ing of the Devonian shah:is, one of the overlying avoid splurging or plunging, and steadily pile up
series. In the case of the Goff well interesting fos- financial resources through work and thrift. These
sils and oth~r .geological material were secured, and pe9ple are in large attendance at auction rooms,
a valuable sen~s of temperature measurements was where they seek the bargains made possible by the
made. Acco:dmg to C. E. Van Orstrand, of the careless folks whose possessions land in the pawnU. S. Geological Survey, the temperature at 7,000 brokers' shops or auction places.
Young men who think'they have to spend a great
feet was found to be 172 degrees F.
deal of money to keep up their reputations as "men
town," the sort that live in hall bedrooms and
1about
THRIFT AND THE PAWNSHOP
dine meagerly throughout the week so that the week
Contrary to tradition, it is the people who have end may be one grand splurge, and who keep dress
money and not the really impoverished who keep clothes, links and studs in pawn regularly from
the pawnshops alive, says a pawnbroker, whose Monday to Saturday, and the wome~ who put all
they earn on their bac~ or on 'a play at cards are
family has been in the business for 100 yesra.
In an unsigned article appearing in the American among the types· described by the pawnbroker, who,
Magazine, the writer says that, barring a small instead of using their money as a ladder, use it as
group of the artist class whose remuneration is not a toboggan with which to slide into the depths, often,
steady, the patronage of New York pawnbrokers' of desperation.
shops is entirely made up of persons with incomes ~To them peace of mind and prosperity and sucranging from the clerk to the millionaire class. cess are strangers. By just a little regular saving
Those actually under the pressure of poverty or un- and investment in a safe, profitable security such as
employment have for 'fears diverted their footsteps afforded by War Savings Stamps the breathless uncertainty of their hit-or -miss way of living could be
to the mauy benevolent agencies.
"Plunger" is the title given by pawnbrokers to the transformed easily into happy independence.
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ITEM S OF GENERAL INTEREST
MOTORCYCL E BANDITS
Bandits who utilize motorcycles instead of automobiles and rob farm houses are the latest m the
criminal line in South Dakota.
Two bandits of this kind, who wer e riding on one
motorcycle, recently made an extensive raid on
farm houses in the southeaste:rn portion of S~uth
Dakota, and as the result of their operations in a
day. or two secured cash, jewelry, Liberty Bonds,
Thrift Stamps and other articles and property to the
value of nearly $2,000. The new kind of bandit
makes. a specialty of robbing farm houses, evidently havmg heard of the great wealth of farmers of
South Dakota and expecting that they have a great
part of their surplus cash, "cached" in their homes
instead of trusting the banks to keep it for them.
In each instance where such r obberies have been
committed the farmers and their families were temporarily absent from home, this giving the two motorcycle bandits ample opportunity to ransack the
houses entered at their leisure.

through the smallest screen in a dry process breaker. Much of the culm finds its way into the rivers
of the anthracite djstrict, the Lackawanna, the Susquehanna, the Schuyler and the Lehigh.
They carry culm waste for many miles down
stream, to drop it at last in shallows and eddies
behind dams and on valley bottoms. Much of the
coal thus scattered is recovered by dredging with
suction dredges or with the more familiar bucket
type of dredge. The machinery, which is usually
mounted on a stern wheel, flat-bottomed boat, dumps
the coal int<>" scows, that carry twelve or fourteen
tons. The recovered river coal brings from 70 to
90 cents per ton at the wharf.

SAVING $12,500 ON $12 A WEEK•
Could you earn $12,500 washing dishes? It has
been done. It took time, 'and it took the habit of persistent, systematic saving to do it. But it is possible.
A dishwasher died recently at Albany, N. Y.,
TURTLE TURNED INTO A SPRINKLER
"Water car turns turtle." Nothing remarkable and left behind him an estate valued at $12,500.
about that. "Turtle turns water cart." Well, that's He never earned more than $12 a week. Now, an
income of $12 a week, if saved in its entirety, would
different.
Some one gave the Fire Department of Long mean about $12,000 in twenty years. Out of $12
Beach, Cal., a giant turtle. But who wanted the a week the dishwasher had to live. But out of that
turtle? Then a genius conceived a use for it. He sum h~ succeeded in saving. He saved steadily,
strapped a hose and sprinkler to the turtle's back 1 so~ethmg ~ut o.f e~ery pay envelope. And the fir~t
and turned him loose on the fiTe house lawn with savmgs, laid aside m the hard early days when his
pay was frequently less than $12 a week, were well
the water turned on.
Careful observation showed that the turtle was invested. ~oo.n they began to e~rn something ~or
most efficient as a water wagon. He stayed just themse~ves m mterest for the patient, hard-workmg
long enough in 0ne place t o keep from flooding the plodder.
Th~ dishwasher ~~s no fin~ncier. He undoubtedarea and at the same time give it a good soaking.
And in a day he'd just about cover every inch of the ly mi~sed opport~mbes. for mvestment that would
lawn. Furthermore it saved moving the sprinkler have mcreased his savmgs vastly. But he was
steady and sure, and he accumulated enough to m'
every half hour.
su~e himself again~t adversity. He .had something
are
scientists
but
The turtle has a steady job,
s?hd and substantial to show for his years .of padetermine
to
rying
t
hair
and
sleep
losing weight,
whether the turtle moves to keep wet or moves to bent effort. And he was forced to study the mvestment of his savings carefully to insu.re their safety.
·
keep dry.
To-day the Government has provided the means
for enabling every small saver to invest his savings,
however small, and to put them at work earning
COAL FROM PENNSYLVA NIA RIVERS
The rivers of Pennsylvania yield about 250,000 money at an attractive rate of interest. From the
tons of coal every year. About 40,000,000 tons of dishwasher up, in the scale of financial ratings,
anthracite are mined every year by the "wet every individual can now place his savings in War
process" in Lackawanna, Luzerne, Carbon, Schuyl- Savings Stamps, guaranteed by the Government and
kill and Northumberla nd counties. The process re- earning interest at the rate of 4 per cent. comquires the use of vast quantities of water, which pounded quarterly. If the dishwasher had had this
when it is discharged carries in suspension millions opportunity his $12,000 would undoubtedly have
of tons of culm or coal dust fine enough to pass a-rown to a great deal more.
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"Yes, senor. I am the last of the Toltecs ! Paco~
your plan to impersonat e me is foiled! Go!"
When he was gone, Dick turned around, faced
By Paul Braddon
another Mexican, named Leon, and asked:
"Did you tell the truth, Santa Anna?"
The biggest gold nugget brought into camp since
· "By my mother!" exclaimed the Mexican, raising
Rocky Bar started!
That was the general verdict when Dick Lyons, his tall, big brimmed hat.
Dick was strongly inclined to believe Leon.
the young miner from the North, handed in his lump
The next day broke clear and sunshiny, and Dick
at the assay office.
the .-Mexican mounted two sure-footed little
and
of
mind
the
in
There was another conviction
and started off on a mountain journey. When
mules
that
fact
the
was
that
and
it,
saw
everybody who
the nugget came from no placer, quartz ledge, pocket they departed Mexican Paco went off after them on
or drift. It had the peculiar and exact form of a foot like a shot.
The trail which Dick pursued led miles upon miles
man's skull.
the gulch, and then t9ok an abrupt turn to
through
register
nor
claim
a
Dick Lyons did not stake out
when it wound sharply up the mountain
right,
the
but
everybody
ly
consequent
sheriff,
the
one with
side. Then they reached a rough ledge, overlooking
the youthful miner himself marveled~
hills and plains far below-the path hardly broad
the
Dick
Night had fallen over the camp, and when
for two equines to go abreast. They traenough
cynothe
became
he
bar-room
reached Sandy Ellis'
sure of all eyes, and everybody was full of eager versed this risky road, until it came to an abrupt
end. A sheer descent from the termination fell two
questions.
feet, and before they reached it they dishundred
of
When the young miner had run the gauntlet
from Mexican Paco's sight, in around a
appeared
drew
Mexican
huge
a
questions,
several volleys of
him aside in a corner at a table, and while an eager jutting rock, the giant having become confused and
look shone in his snaky black eyM, he said, in low taken the wrong trail, going off at an angle from the
ledge in pursuit of them.
tones :
"We are at our journey's end," said Lyons.
Dick
city,
buried
a
"You found that nugget in
"But I see nothing of an entrance to the temple,''
Lyons."
said Leon in surprise.
"What do you mean by that, Paco?"
"Of course not. But look here!"
"I mean that you did not mine that gold."'
leaned against what looked like the solid rock,
He
"How do you know I didn't?"
receded, showing a huge arched doorway
it
and
the
under
city,
a
from
"By its shape. It came
in the face· of the cliff!
opening
Sierra Madre."
"You seem to be pretty sure, greaser."
They passed in, leaving the mules out on the ledge,
"Caramba! I ought to know. You have found a
and Dick ignited two lanterns. Their vague light
Toltec temple of the sun."
"Well-and suppose I did accidentally discover a disclosed a huge cavern, with a tunnel at the end,
city under the mountain- a city which must have which they passed through, and traversed some
.
been deserted since the year of grace 1200, when distance.
another cavern one
mto
out
stepped
they
Then
fol-the
Chichmecs
the
the Aztec race superseded
height.
in
feet
hundred
their
of
one
find
did
I
ppose
Toltecs-su
lowers of the
Its diameter was indistingui shable. In the center
wonderful treasure shrines-w hat of it?"
"Then you must share your discovery with me," s~ood a large build~ng of stone, 9-ueerly shaped, fansaid the gambler, in impressive tones, "and I will c1fully carved, havmg several :w.mdows, and but one
tell you why: I own that buried city. I am a door. It st.ood on a plateau, nsmg up from a great
"'
. .
descendent of Montezuma, the last chief who reigned bl~~k hole,,m ~he fl?or. . .
There, said Dick, pomt~ng at the bmldmg, is
over Anahuac, when Cortes gained domination over
Mexico. From him a tradition came down through the Toltec temple, from which I procured the gold
our family, that when Catholicism wiped the Aztec skull which I brought to the assayer."
"Madre de Dios! But how did you get in?"
nation and religion out · of existence, a band who
For answer Dick flung the snaky coil he had slung
fled from Istaccihuat i (White Woman) mountain,
to those of Tepe Suene, formed their city in the sub- on his arm, it whizzed across the yawning gulf, the
terraneans they made, and amassed therein all the noose of the lariat caught a projecting rock, he fastriches and splendors that signalized the good days ened the end he held, and then secured the second
hefore the invaders came from Spain. The City of on his arm.
He swung himself over the abyss and crqssed hand
the Golden Skulls was lost in oblivion, as to locahand, the tough line bending like. a bow with
over
from
for,
tion. But it has been assiduously searched
The Mexican followed tremblingly .
weight.
his
locaits
for
family,
my
of
another
one generation to
scene met their view.
strange
we~rd,
A
the
am
I
ages.
interior
the
in
ba~k
tion wa~ lost far
Before them was a huge idol-the Toltec Mars-to
only heir to the City of the Golden Skulls!"
"Mente;a!" int~rposed a voice at this juncture whom not only were fruits, flowers, . perfumes and
songs offered up by the ancient Toltec heathen, but
close behind Mexican Paco.
A TEMPLE OF GOLD.
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Sudden ly Mexican Paco reached the edge of the
chasm.
Not knowin g anythin g about it he fell over.
A frightfu l yell burst from his lips, his eyes started
from their sockets, he threw out his hands in a wild
but futile endeav or to save himself, then down he
went like a shot-r ight over Dick's head.
There came a jar on the lariats just then.
Mexican Paco's hands had come in contact with
them, and he seized them.
They were both hangin g to the lariats then.
The Mexican was lodged a few feet above him,
where the wall bulged, and in his frantic efforts to
climb up, his body had swung around so that it was
now wedged in betwee n the lariats and the protruding wall.
As the rope was thrown further out, he would now
very easily. climb to the top, and immedi ately proceeded to do so.
When he reached the Mexican, the rascal seized
body."
of him and tried to clambe r up on Dick's body
hold
s
perilou
his
The Mexica n nodded and started on
to reach the edge of the precipice, only eight feet
.
journey .
Divinin g his intentio ns, the
He reached the other side in . safety, then Dick above their heads.
same tactics, and a furious
the
began
young miner
came across.
result.
the
was
e
struggl
ly
sudden
lariat
the
middle
When he reached the
The lariats, to which they each clung with onel
broke!
swayed back and forth, over that dreadfu
hand
was
he
as
ion
concuss
ul
frightf
There came a
and they panted hard and fought like tigers
height
h urled against the side of the abyss, beneath where
suprem acy. Suddenly one of the lariats
the
for
was
which
Santa Anna stood holding the lariat,
broke!
fastene d around his waist. But though badly br uised
The Mexican uttered a hoarse cry, and slid down
he did not let go.
.
He reboun ded from the wall and returne d, getting a few feet.
and bou?di ng
rs,
shoulde
his
upon
Dick jumped
a few more cuts and bumps, but his clutch on the
up higher.
lariat
ing
remain
the
caught
,
upward
lariat did not relax a trifle.
edge of
the
caught
aloft,
himself
swung
he
Then
and
top,
the
There he hung, fifteen feet from
danger.
of
out
up
himself
heaven only knows how far above the bottom of the rock, and pulled
shout of horror as the other
awful
an
came
There
that chasm.
by him, dealing him
whizzed
end
the
and
broke
lasso
the
of
one
on
away
"Hurry
.
'~Leon!" he shouted
knew that Mexican
he
and
stung,
a blow that fairly
mules to procure help."
in the bowels of
down
doom,
his
to
gone
had
Paco
,
present
Assure d that his friend was safe for the
earth!
Leon hurried down the passage , droppin g his Ian- the
Hurryi ng from the cavern, he found the remain t ern, dashed throug h the cavern, and forcing open
where the earth ha~ been freshly
the rocky door, he hurried out on t he ledge, sprang ing mule, and saw the edges of the chff.
from
away
broken
turned
and
upon the back of one of the two mules,
saw what had happen ed to the
its head around to retrace his steps back to Rocky ·. Looking down, he
unfortu nate Santa Anna and the poor mule. Both
Bar.
in the ravine below, lifeless.
But he had not gone a dozen paces when Mexica n of the bodies lay down
he found the lantern Leon
cavern
the
to
ing
Return
Paco sprang out from behind a niche in the face
, and gatheri ng as
ignited
he
which
,
dropped
had
of the wall of the cliff, confron ting him.
could stagger
mule
the
as
e
Before Leon could alight, Mexica n Paco laid one much of the treasur to Rocky Bar. Here he disback
went
he
brawny hand upon the mule, and exer ting all of his under,
not mentio n the fate of the two
hercule an strengt h, he gave the beast a shove that posed of it, but did more trips were made to the Tolsent it over the edge of the precipi ce. Santa Anna Mexicans. Several
recovered all of the treasur e,
threw one arm around the animal's neck, a cry of tee Cavern ere he had
there an earthqu ake shock
went
he
time
last
the
horror burst from his lips, and t he next momen t and
the ancient temple fafi..
saw
He
in.
mounta
the
shook
g
yawnin
the
both mule and rider disappe ared down
ing to pieces, and narrow ly escaped with his life.
abyss!
The result of his lucky find enriche d him, and
The Mexica n then entered the cavern, and seeing
togethe r o~e fine day he left
t he tunnel ahead of him, he plunged in, little dream- gatheri ng his traps
made .his ~ay_ to the n?rth,
an?
,
forever
Bar
Rocky
ing of where he was going.
he is enJoym g the riches
time
present
the
at
where
pierce
to
iving
r
On he went, as lightly as a cat, st
of gold.
temple
the
he procure d from
t he darkne ss ahead with his sight.

twenty thousan d human lives were annually sacri:ficed t o appeas e the terrible deity.
"What do you intend to do?" asked the M.exican.
"We will despoil this place of its riches, flimg them
across the chasm, and when everyth ing is over, go
across ourselves, gather t hem up, and bring them to
Rocky Bar where they can be convert ed into bank
notes."
They then set to work, and kept at it hour after
hour, heedless of fatigue , until they had nearly finished, when an acciden t occurre d to Leon.
In tearing a skull from the idol he fell and spraine d
h is arm.
It was very late in the aft ernoon, so they desisted .
Dick tied one end of the spare lasso· around the
Mexica n's waist.
" Now cross over," said he. "If you should fall,
owing to your arm being 'weakened, I will be able
to hold you with this, which I will fasten to my
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margin; it will be capable of accommodating the
largest naval vessels now afloat or contemplated for
some time to come. The design for the dock was
NEW YORK, SEPTEMBER 12, 1919.
prepared by Civil E ngineer H. R. Standford, Chief
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - of the Bureau of Yards and Docks, assisted by Civil
Engineers E. R. Gaylor, F. R. Harris and L. M. Cox,
TERMS TO SUBSCRIBERS
U. S. N. This design embodied all of the elements
•
of strength and safety recommended by Mr. Alfred
llDs'le Co pie• .. . . .. .. ........... . . , • • •• , ... , •••••• , , • , .OI Cnt•
Noble, of the American Society of Civil Engineers,
.75 Ceiat•
One Copy Three Month• ••••••••••• • •• •••••••••.....
One Copy 81:1: Montlui ..•• , .••••••••• • ••• • •••••• , • • • •t.50
who visited the proposed site of the dock in 1913. ,,..
One Copy Oae Year . ............................... 1.M
Mr. Noble was pr evente<fby death from rendering
POSTAGE FREE
further service.
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ROW TO BlllJrD lllONEY-.At our risk send P. 0. Kone1
Order. Check or Relfistered Let ter; remittances 1D any otber
way are at your rhk. We accept Po1ta.ge Stamps the fame a•
cash. When •endtnir silver wrap the Com In a separate piece
ot paper to aToid cutting the envelope. Write 7our name and
address plainly. .Add ress letters to
N. Haotinse Woll!', Pnt1.
E. Byrne. Tr-•.
Charle• E . Nylander, Bee.

t

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher
168 West 23d St., N. Y.
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· GRINS AND CHUCKLES

"Is the bab'y strong ?" "Well, rather. You know
what a tremendous voice he has?" "Yes." "Well,
he lifts that five or six times an hour."

" You get a good many kicks from dissatisfied
patr ons, don't you?" "Yes," replied the facetious
B. C. Shoemaker and Abraham Wenker, of Wood- laundryman, "but we get more cuffs."
ward Township, while out in the mountam along
Mrs. Caller -Ar e your new neighbor,s refined?
the headwaters . of Ferney Run, Pa., with a party
gathering huckleberries, killed six rattlesnakes dur- Mrs. ~extdoor-I s~ould say so. They never borrow
ing the day at differe:q.t points in the woods. ,Some anythmg but our silver and cut-glass.
.
.
of the snakes were large in size, and on one or two
The Officer (to a ~ew sentry)-If you, saw an
occasions the pickers had narrow escapes from
armed par ty approachmg what would you do? The
being bitt en
Sentry-Turn out the guard, sir. The officer (face·
tiously)-Right; and if you saw a battleship comA firm in Massachusetts avenue, Indianapolis, ing across the road, what would you do then? The
just starting into business, sent up rubber balloons Sentry7 Report to t he o'rspital, sir, for a medical
in lots of ten and attached to each a ticket calling examination.
for merchandise. The news had scattered far and
A visitor to a certain Brooklyn household was
wide. But the boys did not intend to let the balloons
sail away into the air and come down in some one's duly amazed by the wonderful likeness between the
yard miles away. When the first ten left the hands twins. "Why," she gasped, "I never saw two young
of the man sending them up there was a twang of children look so much alike. How does your mother
rubber band and a flock of bent pins was shot into tell you apart?" '.' Well," explained Tommy, "she
the slowly rising balloons. Four dropped to the finds out by spankmg us. Clarence hollers louder
ground, burst into bits-and likewise four tickets than I do."
calling for merchandise which the youthful AmeriThe first Tommy was ruddy of countenance, with
cans scrambled for and took into the store for rebeard of t he hue politely known as auburn.
huge
a
demption.
The second was smooth-shaven. " I useter have a
beard like that till I saw meself in the glass. '£hen
The great drydock ./ at Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, I cut it off. " But the bearded man was not diswhich Secretary Daniels will open officially when mayed. "Much be~er 'ave it on, mate," he returned
he visits the Hawaiian Islands this month, and gently. "I uset er have a face like yours till I saw it
Then I gr owed this beard."
which is the most difficult single shore construction in the glass.
·
· the s1sH e was a young su ba It ern. one evenmg
project ever undertaken by the U.S. Navy, is now in
its final stages of completion, and is expected to be ter in the hospital had just finished making him
in full c6mmission by the middle of August, in comfortable for the night, and before going off duty
ample time t? assist .the newly. or~anized ~:1-~ific asked: "Is there anything that I can do for you beFleet as dockm~ reqmremen~ arise m t?at vicimty. fore I-leave?" Dear little two stars replied: "Well,
The new dock .is 1,001 .feet m length m the clear yes. I should like very much to be kissed goodfrom head to side of caisson, 321-2 feet deep from night." Sister rushed over to the door. "Just wait
mean high water to keel blocks, 114 feet wide at th~ till I call the orderly, " she said, "he does all the
bottom, and 138 feet wide at the coping or upper rough work here."
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A FEW GOOD ITEMS
of the visit of the viceroy or some other distinguished guest.
On one occasion the elephants had been before
the beaters for eight days, and were brought gently
up by a line of something like a thousand men over
several miles of country. Trumpets and shrill horns
joined their hideous noises, and drums and bamboo
'
clappers beat incessantly.
Every eye was strained to catch the first glimpse
of the approaching herd. At last a large number
of elephants emerged from the undergrowth, lumbered into the stream with a tremendous ~plash,
and still crowding in a bunch plodded slowly across.
Issuing from the ford at their familiar landing
place, the elephants at once entered the wide mouth
of a fum1el-shaped stockade strongly built of the
stems of young trees, with brushwood interlaced to
conce al the trap. A minute later they entered a
small palisade inclosure at the end of the funnel, and
a heavy gate im,mediately fell down and closed the
.
entrance.
The big beasts were now in a circular stockade
of only about forty feet in diameter. There were
PROCESS OF MAKING BAMBOO NEEDLES
fourteen of them, and as the spectators mounted
It was F. D. Hall, of Chicago, who discovered the the platform erected on the outside of the palisade a
bamboo needle of the phonograph. The Scientific scene of wild interest met the eye.
American relates the many woods with which he
The trapped elephants surged. around the incloexperimented before he found the r ight one, and
in a pushing, struggling mass. They packed
sure
describes the intricate processes that the bamboo
together exactly like a football team.
themseives
goes through before becoming a needle.
At one moment, with their heads to the center, they
The hard point of the needie is formed from the
against one another and wheeling
enamelled cortical service of the cane. The poles, would be shoving
of the stockade; at another the
center
the
in
20 feet long and from 21;2 to 3% inches in diameter, about
their heads to a portion of the
apply
would
leaders
carefully selected, are sawn into pieces about an
pushing behind, the
remainder
the
and
barriers
inch long and split in two. Machines split these
weight against the
their
throw
would
pack
whole
To
again into prism-shaped blanks for needles.
a passage.
force
to
effort
vain
a
in
timbers
in
wax
and
oil
with
it
replace
and
force out the sap
Six trained elephants, with their mahouts on
the myriad cells of the cane the bits ar e put in drip
kettles and lowered into vats laden with an oily mix- their backs, were then brought in for the next stage
ture at 340 degrees F., where they remain forty of the proceedings. This was the roping up of the
hours. Then they go into tumbling barr els contain- captives preparatory to their removal. There were
ing hardwood sawdust, where they get cooled and two methods of procedure. The first was for the
polished.
bigger animals, and consisted of maneuvring them
Each needle is inserted by hand into a cutting to the side of the stockade so that their hind legs
machine that snips the point into the familiar tri- could be lashed to the upright logs.
angular form at the rate of 30,000 needles a day.
The trained animals pitilessly hustled the herd.
Pushing, prodding, hurling their weight in short
charges under the guidance of the mahouts, they
kept the prisoners constantly on the move, so as to
CATCHING ELEPHANTS IN INDIA
The periodical keddah operation in the Mysore single out the larger animals. Meanwhile the
elephant jungles in India affor d perhaps the most ropers ctept in through the apertures of the latticed
exciting spectacle of this kind in the world. Catch- walls, watching for a chance to put a slipknot on
ing elephants alive is greater spor t than hunting a leg, keeping a wary eye upon the movements of
them to death. Taking place about once in three the untamed brutes and dodgiµg back into the paliyears1 these hunts generallY. come off at the time sade at the sian of dallier.

COW GETS LADDER
name is withheld, high at work
whose
A painter,
painting the water tank at the Wanless Mine, Buhl,
Minn., the other day, felt a tugging at the bottom
of the ladder. He looked down and there, scratch·
ing her back, was a black cow.
His probable fate flashed into his mind. Bossy
took one look upward toward the heavens and saw
the painter descending. This t ime the cow became
frightened and ran her horns t hrough the lower
rungs of the ladder.
Off sh.e went in a gallop, carrying the ladder,
. painter, paint and all. The louder he yelled the
faster the cow went. It was but a short travel t.o
earth for the painter, who struck the ground with
a resounding thud. He escaped uninjured with his
feelings ruffled.
To make matters worse Bossy retained ownership
of the ladder, which she carried away on her horns.
She was caught after she had gone a quarter of a
mile.
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OLD COINS WANTED

ITEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST
LIQUOR GOING TO OHIO
SEIZED.
Nine men were arrested and
$10,000 worth of liquor conftscated recently when John Sawkin, special agent of the Department of Justice, halted two
trucks just outside of Youngstown, Ohio, from Pennsylvania.
The truck was loaded with 120
cases of beer and the other with
100 cases and two barrels of
whisky.
MOUNT HOOD CLIMBED.
W. J. Higgins, Professor
Charles McKinley, Professor
Warren C. Brown and Professor
Decaris Reeves, of Vancouver,
Wash., climbed Mount Hood recently. The ascent was made in
seven and one-half hours, the descent in one hour and a half.
They were piloted by Elijah
Soleman, forest ranger.
Professor Brown phoned to
Mrs. Brown at Vancouver from
the top of the mountain.
FARMER KILLS 800-POUND
BEAR.
Fred Middleton, a settler near
McCord, of Wisconsin, killed
a black bear that tipped the
scales at close to the three-hundred pound mark. The animal
had carried off two of Mr. Middleton's pigs, and he shot it a

few nights ago as it was approaching the hog house to appropriate another porker. The
bear was one of the largest ever
killed in this part of the State.
The hide was sent to St. Paul to
be converted into a rug.

$2 to $500 EACH paid for Hundreds of
Coins dated before 1895. Keep ALL old
Money. You may have Coins worth a
Large Premium. Send lOc. for New
Illustrated Coin Value Book, size 4x6.
Get Posted at Once.
CLARKE COIN co.; Box 85, Le Roy, N. Y.
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FUN AND AMUSEMENT
OH, BOY! ANYBODY CAN
NOW 11\1 IT ATE BIRDS,
FOWLS, ANIMALS, STEAM·
BOAT WHISTLES. l\IUSIC~
INSTRUMENTS, ETC., with

mouth and bands. New book.
aimplified" (illu,._

"Mimicry

TRADES A WOLF FOR
trated), reveal& bow. Surprl•·
87 lnllta~lon•
lnsly easy.
A LICENSE TO WED
complete, 25 cent•, postpaid.
AddreH all ordera to
Wilbur Holcomb, a young HolWOLFF NOVELTY CO., Dept. I,
ley, Ore., farmer, traded a gray
No. 1611 w. Zlld st.. N. Y.
wolf for a Hawk the other afternoon and only had to give County - - - -- - - - - - - - - THE HELLO PUZZLE.
Clerk Russell fifty cents to boot.
Cun you get the ring olr?
The Hawk was of the Holley vaTbls puzzle is the latest creof Yankee ingenuity.
ation
riety and very rare, in the opinApparently it is the easiest
ion of Mr. Holcomb. Her name
thing in the world to r emove
the rin11: from the block, but
was Lulu G., and she is now Mrs.
it takes hours of study to
the trick unless you kno-w bow it is
Wilbur Holcomb. County Clerk discover
done. Price, by mail, postpaid, lOc; 3 for 250.
Bilyeu tied the nuptial knot.
H, F. LA.NG, 1811i C411.tre St., B'klyn, N, Y.
Mr. Holcomb is something of
a hunter as well as a successful
TWO-OARD MONTE.
This famoua trick &eta them
soldier in Dan Cupid's regiment.
·llll. You pick up ll cuti anti
He shot the gray wolf, brought it
whea you look at lt you find
you baTen't 11:ot the card you
into the clerk's office, secured the
fo ~ thought you bad. Price lOc, by
mall. postpaid .
bounty of $2.50 and straightway
applied it on a marriage license. FBANK SlllITH, li21W.134th St., New York.
His applicatiou was also sent in
to the State Game Commission
TRICK OIGA.BETTE BOX.
Thia one I.a a corker l Get a box right
for the larger premium of $20 away,
want to ban a barrel of joy.
offered by the State for the ex- Here'1 iftheyouaecret:
It looks like an ordl·
of Turkish cigarettes. But
box
red
nary
tinction of gray wolves in Ore- It contains a trigger.
under which you place
gon, and the lone gray wolf may a paper cap. Olrer your friend a smoke
and be raises the lid of the box. TLat expay part of the honeymoon ex- plodes the cap. and 11 you are wise you will
get out of si11:ht with the box before be 11:et1
penses of the newlyweds. They over
tbinkin& he wH •hot. Price 15c, post·
will make their future home paid.
LANG, 1111 o-tre St., B'klya, N. Y,
.
F
a:
near Holley, Oregon.

''MYSTERY MAGAZINE'' "Movine
PUBLISHED SEMI-MONTHLY. 10 CENTS A COPY
Handsome Colored Covera-48 Pagea of Reading-Great
Authors-Fam~ Artists-Fine Presswork
It contains exciting and myaterious detective stories, aketdlea.
nonlettes, serials and a larse a111.ou11t of other 1Dtere11tinc matiar.
Order a copy from this 11Bt.
-LATBIT 18111B8No.
No.
86 TRAILED BY A. FB;lllNCU
80 THE GAMJD 01' D.BIT.lilCDBTBCTIV.lil, b7 B. Be•
TIVE CA..IUilW, by Leuaar•
naud.
Jerome.
87 A. DROP 01' INK, by Lltllt.
81 LAW-MA.KER A.ND LAWRobert W. Warden.
BREAKER, b7 Be u la la 88 THE TEN DOCTORS, b7
Poynter.
Allan Arnold Fox.
82 THE C 0 U N T E R Jr B I '.r 89 TB.Ill STAIN ON PA.GB 81,
bJ Charle• T. Jordan.
liBIRESS, b.J' Ja1pector I.
THE MASKED MYSTBRY,
H1trrl1r1tn.
b7 Police Serceant KellJ.
13 TRACKED TO CHINA., ltJ
i l THE BLACK SOUL, b7
Chief Roeer O'Brien.
Beulah Poynter.
M AFTER THE G .Bl R :al .4 N
by William
SPIES. by Ma:r H1tlae7 MU· 42 SANCTUARY,
H1tmllton O•borne.
ler.
43 THE MYSTERY OF THB
1G THE CLUB IN THB BOX.
by
SHA.DOWS,
SEVEN
b7 A.lex1tnder DouclH.
Charles J'. Ounler.

'°

The Famous Detective Story Out To-day in No. 44 is
"THE SIGN OF THE DRAGON," by C. Martin Eddy, Jr.
FRANK TOUl&Y, Pabllaher, 1• W. IN at., New Yark 41lb'.

Picture tories''

A Weekly Magazine Devoted to Photoplaya anti Pl&Ten
PRICE SIX

CEN~S

PER COPY

THE BEST FILM MAGAZINE ON EARTH
82 Paarea of Readinar. Mapiificent Colored Cova- Portrai&a
ef Prominent Pedormen. Out Every Frida7,
E1tch number contains Five Stories of
Screena-Eleeant Halt-tone Scenea from
Artlcle1 A.bout Prominent People In
Acton and Actresses Ill the Studloa a.ud
Leaaon1 In Scenario Writin&.

the Best i'ilm• on tlle
the Plays-Interestins
the F1lms-Doin11:s of
Wbile Pict11re-makiDJr-

TKia LITTLE MAGAZINE GIVES YOU 1\lOBE FOK
KON:SY THAN ANY OTBEB SIWLAB PIJllLIOA.TION ON THE llA.BK.BTI

YOU&

ltl authors are the ver7 best that money cllD procure; lta
pro!uaa l.Uustrations are exquisite, and its •pecial articles an lt7
the ereateat experts In their putlcular line.

Bu7 a cop7 Now from your 11ewsllealer, or aeDd ua G ceats la
we will mail 7ou &117 11aalter
aeae7 or poataee •tamps,
7ea ll•lre.

a11•

BARRY E. WOLFF, Pu.b., 166 W. 28d St., New York City

l

~.

To Men who

Pllll

.•

l2c ...

m•O•LT-81G FUN

BOYS
l~~~p=:~~-~onoo In~..:.
A. magic trick novelt.r FltKlO with each X Ra,-.
WVEL MFG. co.. l>ept.13. NEW HAVEN. coJ/N.
~

are Bald or
are Losinu

Their Hair

Let me tell you of my own case.
I was almost completely bald, and as
I bad tried many tonics, lotions, etc.,
without benefit, I expected to remain
bald for the rest of my life.
But instead of baldness, I now have a
complete growth of hair upon my head.
This is all the more remarkable because
I am 66 years old.
The way that I obtained a perfect
hair growth was aa simple as it was
A SIMPLE, SA.FE, RELIABLE WAY
astonishing to me.
People who are over-burdened with fat
While traveling I met an old Cherokee
know only too well the discomfort and ridicule that over-stout people have to bear. Indian who gave me a pomade or ointYet, most fat people may easily reduce their ment to use upon my scalp. Although
weight by the new system.
my confidence was meager, I used thia
It you are carrying around unhealthy tat
you are unnecessarily weakening your vital compound. He told me it contained seorgans and are carrying a burden which lected components from the Three Kingdestroys the beauty of your figure.
doms of Nature.
There ls no need of any one suffering from
After several applications my looksuperlluous fat. Reduce your weight in a
simple, safe and reliable way. without ing-glass revealed a slight fuzz. This
starvation diet or tiresome exercise. Spend developed from day to day to a healthy
some time daily in the open air, breathe
deeply and get from the druggist a small growth of hair. Imagine my satisfacbox of oil ot korein capsules; take one after tion in being able actually to brush the
each meal and one before retiring at night. hair where there had been a bare scalp I
.Also follow the other simple directions. You Yet
it was true. Soon I was able to
may eat all you need 1f you chew your food
comb it-and I have been able to do 10
thoroughly.
It you desire an interesting booklet, "Re- ever since.
duce Weight Happily," write to Korein ComI traded with the old Indian savant,
pany, NA-103, Station F, New York, N. Y.
Weigh yourself once a week so as to know obtaining the recipe. It was crude and
just how fast you are losing weight and the ointment was almost nauseating. •So
d on't leave otr the treatment or even skip a
11ingle dose until you are down to normal. I had it modernized, by a practical
Oil ot korein is absolutelI harmless, is chemist, holding to the original principleasant to take, and helps d gestlon. Even ple, and now from the recipe a cosmetic
a few days' treatment has been reported to pomade is prepared. Men and women
show a noticeable reduction 1n weight, footsteps become Ughter. your work seema easier have used it-and many are now doinr
._nd more buoyant feeling takes pos&ession 110. In numerous cases remarkable reof your whole being.
1ults are being reported.
This ointment contains no alcohol nor
8~~'.:~~:J...iM= J'!!'~;-"r:~ anything e.lse that has a tendency to
• woodorful '"'"'docUon.
lhdo ot~S.U- d~ the hair the ICalp Or the roo~riallt Sll•er," enameled Ja two ~lora. War'
..,..
rootod5ye.... n'l_omokotriH<b"'ldiDtrodoeoour
it
)l~n• and r.;:c ~·· aend 11 eta. for a B
• he Way for •YOU to prove What
,
~:..~f/ll=·&:.~"t r.l~~~:'i.ic';~ · will do for )'.OU 21 to tr7 it. I will mail
•U w• .u -..D9io"i: iU ""w ver11.
you the recipe free o chara-e. Your
own physician will tell you that it i1
aafe and you may obtain a 1upply from
the druggist. Or Y.OU may get it from
me. It is called Kotalko. A proof box
will be mailed, with the recipe, if you
A Home Cure Given B7
send 10 cents, silver or stamps1 to
One Who Had It
;J obn Hart Brittai.n, 150 East Th1rtyIn the &Prill&' of 1893 I wa.a atsecond St., BE-103, New York, N. Y.
taoked by Muscular and InflammaThis ia a a-enuine announcement detory Rheumatism.
I sut!ered as
only those who have it know for
void of the lavish phraaeology of the
over three yea.r11. I tried remedy
usual advertisements, but it means exafter remedy and doctor after docactly what it says, and I, being a busitor, , but such relief as I received
W&ll only temporary.
Fina.Uy, I
ness man of good reputation, 1tancl
found a remedy that cured me comready to prove it to you.
letely, and lt ha• never returned.

HOW TO REDUCE
.YOUR WEIGHT

~

BOYS!~NEED
.,,,.,.,.,.,.,,..,.rr_~~~

=.::

A WATCH?

YOJ!niD ,ei:,.U,

aetter th1I aummtr Ta.ca·
tlon. Loll ol lollowo haH
don• it. wh1 can•t Jou I Go
eut to·d1&1 and pt olchl
ono-,-u.: aullaorlptlons to
Fann and J!'lroslde, the
National Farm M&•azln•,
at 25c each, Hild us tho
$2.00 you collect, and w•'ll
.. nd Jou tho watch b7 return mall.
People llko
Farm and ll'lreolde, U"a
sucb a 1ln1 maaazlne. .Jmt
1how lt to Jour Delshbon
and they wlll say 11•1 worth

';~f1 :o~~:;1~ 25c~p~

7:;.rd

completo lntormatlon wrlto:

FARM AND naESIDE WATCH CLUB
Dept. 19, Sprtn1fteld, Ohio

Come on Boys-Tbey"re Gol•g F ...

lheumatism

f

have civ!!n 1t to a number who
were terribly aftiicted and even
oedrldden with Rheumatism, and It
etrected a cure In every case.
I want every sut!erer from any
form of rheumatic trouble to try
this marvelous heallnc power. Don't
S!lnd a cent; simply mall your na.llie
and addreBll and I will send It tree
to try. Alter you have used it and
It ha• proven itself to be that lonclooked-for means of curing your
rheumatl11m, you may send the
price oi It, one dollar, but understand,
do not want your money
unles11 you are perfectly satl•fted to
send It. Isn't that fairT Wby suffer any !oncer whe?\ positive relief
la thus ottered you tree? Don't delay. Write to-day.
Mark H. Jackson, No. H9-Jll Gurney Bids., Syracuse, N. Y.
Kr. J..aonlo-1blo. - - - ·

DRINK

:Ure• lmew • • • wllo 4rlllb wllllkT, II-.
aill or uy otller ..._.
llelle bevel'l.l'el, to lli1 llljUl'J', .JO• m&J' elt•
tatn ~. a Yel'J' llel»tul ,book by wrl*-t
to lDdw. J. Woods, PA•10ll Station I', l ( f t
York. Sllow1 how t9 oonciur 411Dk ll&'lllltt

'\J?Ji?~y!<?11teYtoOaYciRsev~~!;IT1
tor

~

ie

the Joys ot
thy ne11h? Do you lona
<i.iillllty and robust health? Do you
to add to your emclenr:t-to become
to do better work, thereb7 increasi ng
tour earning power?
. Here's a prescription: Avena ••tlTa, a
~tab.ly concentrated extract ot the most powerful n11trtttve principle ot ,oats; phoaphoru•,
the renowned nutritive nerve stimulant; nux
vomlca, · the widely recognized stimulant
tonic; mulra ,PUAma, a strong v:ltallzlng
tl>ot extract. These Ingredients should lmrove the appetite and aid In the develop- .
en~ ot healtn, flesh and muscle when taken
roperly prepared form tn connection
~l!ctal simple dh"eetions.
..ese ingredients. In carefully compounded
proportions tor your sate personal u se, are
(OllJ!d tn Woods Vigor Tabule., ot which YOll
may obtain a box, postpaid, by sending '1
t;, E. J:. Woods, Inc .• VB-103, Statton F,

t

w
Ii

m

w!

Nilw Yoh, N. Y.

For 1lllderweight, lack ot d evelopment,
gene1;1tl weakness, brli.ln tag, exhaustion due
to o.-errork or exce88es · to combat bad
etrects o smoking or chewing or snutt using i
t9.r nervousness. apells ot depression, after
ell'ects ot long atratn •pon the n erves or
organs ot the body, paleness, tor ove·rcomlnt the depressing etrects ot secret bad habits, tor timidity. f eelings of fear, lack ft rood
~lood, enervation and numerous othe forma
Of weakness. t ry Woods Vhror Tabulea.
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JIELBdSE. 11.u&.
BECOME A TATTOOING ARTIST
llarn •too.00 weekly. Prof. T emke's new
book "The Art ot Tattooing," explli.lns all
about Tattooing Materials used, mixing inks,
etc. Postpaid, 50 <!!!Dts.
Prof. Temke, 1010 Vlne, K, Clnclnnatl, Ohio.

~!~lt.,,Pl!.~·f~~!·za~!t.:.!:,r.!~~

'

Laq- ""1411....,. a• ._.• aM••ta .,.,.. x.n.c..
aU:E PUB. CO,. TILTON. N. B.

ttO.ulr. •B.Jo~•u.icw...... te 1f1- tbaPaHrefW.1........_,.,.. AlltultjMUll•lpfdt.lanrs. 10C POSTPAIO

Never was
First of all--rld your5elf of the delusion that a man or woman must have
there such
special talent or genius to conceive good photoplay plots. Not at all! Some
a famine in
of the greatest motion picture ideas eyer produced came from people who
photoplay ideas.
never dreamed that t/leir names would be projected on the silver screen
Never were
-from everyday people leading everyday lives, and without any brilsuch big rewards
liant imagination to spur them on I
held out t o n e w
writers, with new ideas,
These people did exactly what you can do. They realized that no
plots, new stories l
new
is
plot
"movie"
good
really
a
one has a monopoly on ideas-that
Never was there such a
worth just as much, whether it comes from New York or
chance to turn your spare
New Mexico-and that tlieir idea, properly developed, might
time thoughts into money l
be just as good, if not better, than that of the most expert
The Palmer Photoplay Instiwriter. Then they proceeded to capitalize their "movie"
tute is really helping men and
plots-to put them into actual, casl1oble form-just 11
women to develop their umovie"
:you can do through the Palmer Plan of Photoplay
into actual, usable photoplay
plots
Writing.
material. That's why it has received
For Frederick Palmer-one of the best.known
the only indorsement ever given a
screen authors in America-will take your bare
scenario institution by the motion pic"movie" Idea, just as it is-show you its good
ture industry.
features and Its weak spots-and help you to
rebuild it, if necessary. In short, you will
The Palmer Plan is NOT a mere
learn how to develop your "movie" Ideas to
book nor a "school," nor a tiresome cor·
You will learn the
beat advantage.
Here r espondencc course.
It is a concise,
loa let· clean-cut plan by Frederick Palmer"knack" of building 1ucces1ful phototer from
play plots-gripping plob with tense
photoplay con·
of
master
recognized
a
one of our
situations and powerful climaxes-the
memhenthat struction-the man who in 9 months
kind of motion picture stories prospeaka•olumea: wrote 52 produced scenarios for "Uniducers arc clamorin1 for today I
••Froman ob1cure yersal."
clerical position to
Is this worth while? Then,
Aa1i1tant Managing
Fully explained in our new illuswrite l\OW for Our ne',f illnllEditor of one of the trated booklet, "The Secret of Success·
trated booklet "The Secret
at
companiea
film
large1t
of Successful PbotoplayShows the
a uiary·boyond my dreams! ful Photoplay Writing."
W ritlnir" and detailed mpractical advantages of the Palmer
formation - sent frell
i:h:1:~~:cc:f.li:!:~
:!
~
T
in
Plan-tells about our Personal Ad vis1
Simply mail tho
through the PaJinortWiof Pho- ory Service and Manuscript Sales Decoupon-today l
toplay Writinf• I unhesitatingly partm ent-explains our iron-clad, moneyny that it offer• the greatest po•·
1ible anittance to the atruggling pho- back Guarantee. Your copy is waiting
tDplay writer.,. -Vernon Boagfand • for you-and. it's free l Send for it to. (Addreu onRequeaL) day-Mail the ~11upon NOW!
- - -- - ----- --- --- - - -- -- --- ------ -----CORPORATION,
•
Please send me, without obligatlon, your new booklet,
,
Also,
1 '"'The Secret of Successful Photoplay W ritin&."
: Special Supplement containing autographed letters from
• the leading producers, stars, directors, etc.

"T·-- -- :

PALKER PHOTOl'LAY

'1195

I. W. Hellman Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.

Name

St. and No.
City

YOU ,,DAVE A BEAUTIFUL FACE
BUT YOUR IfOSE"I

t

111 I\ . I~~~ -~.J:i¥.Ri ii:: ~.iurisi - ----------

•all·

boliiiC.
IthrM
, _ I.

-llOc.
Flora.I~.
Wiii'!&.·~~
~ar
Pentll1.
~tel
...oo..
ljl:U.-.

II, · .• 4tl~~UIWI

an

-NrlUht i!'
UV DJ.J:.

:rf'li.T
C*Din

Get a small box of OU of Korein capsules at tbe drug 1tore; follow
41nc:t10JUlt if l.OU wlah a amall, handsome chin and attractive fl~ure

.

COME TO THE

0

•~IVIOVIEB''
At My Houae-To•nlgld

50,,000 Boys Made Happy
Read These Letters
FrOm Happy Boys:

=

l l h - 01•- Platuret1
I bAve bfJell very slow In eend-

lfgv~a~~r. i:~~~·~

few wooka ago an:rI think It la

~u~:~~reaf'~~ ~0;~ut~:1E 1Yc

would. I am very proud ol It.
I than!< you very muob for tt
and I am clad to have It. I
~ave an entertainment two

x!:o~•~ !. ~~.fv'~~
0

Central Fans, R. L

HEARTBURN
Caused by

Acid-Stomach

Th&$ bitter heartburn, belching, food·
rcpeallc11:, lcdla;esllon, bloat alter eallzigall &re c&uBed by acld-•tQmach. But lhty
are only firat aymptoma-dana;er slgcal1 ao
wam you ol awful troubles If cot 11i>pped.
Beae!ache, blllousce1s, i'heumat!em, 1ct&&lca.
that tired I llatleH leellcg, fact ol enern,
dlzzlne11, nsomnla, eveu c&ncer and ulce19
of $be Intestines acc1 many other aUmelfta
are lrace11ble to AOID·STOMAOH.
~
!'bouB11nd1-yee, mllllooe-of people whe>
opght to be well and litronf are mere weak·
liege bec11u1e of acld-Uom&cb. They really
1t&ne le &be mldat ol plect1 because tbey
do not eet enotig-h atrentrth and vltallt1 from
the food they eat. '
Take EATON IO acd rive 7onr stomach a
ehana. *<> do Its work right. Make It stronl!'.t
oool, sweet and comlortable. EATONl(J
brlDJS quick relief !or he&rtbum, belching,
Indigestion and other stomach mlserle1. lm11rove1 dl11:eetloc-help1 you a-ot full atreogth
from your food. Thousands eay EATONIO
la the mo1t wonderful stomach remedy In
the worlti. Brought them relief whee every·
thing elee !ailed.
Our beat testimonial le what EATONIO will
do for you. So get a bhrllOc box of EATON IO
today from your dru11:glat, UH It five day1lf jou're cot pleaaed, return It and set Joar
111oney baclt..

~ONIC
A Real

Better Than • $12.00
M•ahltlff

Moving
Picture
Show In
Your Own Home

I am'.alt>w about turnlDJ In my

m~r~~ t:cYJn~~t:i:rri~~~1n1

have had It a lone time and It
hu not been bro~en yet. I
have eeen a 112.00 Maobloe but
"ould not 1wap mine tor 11.
Rol>ert Llneberrir, care
ot J;tevolutlon Store,
Oreenboro, ?f, Q.

Remember, this Is a Genuin e
lllovlog Picture J\lncbloe and the
motion pictures aro clea.r, &h ..rp and
distinct.
The Moving Picture Machi11e
finely construoted, and carefully p ut
1rether by skilled workmen.
It is made of
Russian Metai, has a beaut iful finish, and ill
oper:ited bv a finely constructed mechanism, oon1iatin11: or an el11:ht wheel movement, eto. The proiectin•
lenses arc oaref.illy 11:round and adjusted, triple polished,
•tandi>rd. double extri> reflector, throwin11: a ray of li11:ht
many feet, and enlar,ll:ln11: the picture on the eor een up
to three or four feet m a-rea. The liflht is produced by
a safety carbide generator, euch as 1s uoed on t he l"rs:est automobiles. This throws a d11zslin11: whit e lia;ht uf
500 candle-power on the eoreen.
It is not a toy; it is a eolidlJf constructed and d urable
Moving Picture Machine. The mcchaniem ia exceedingly •imple and is readily operated by the m ost ine~
perienoed.
The pictures shown by thi1 mar veloU8
l\fovini: Picture Machine are not the co mmon, crude
and lifeless Magio Lantern vo.riety, but are life-like photographic reproductlon.s of aotual 'cenea, places a nd people,
which never tire ite audienc ... Thie M ovinc P icture Machine
has caused a rousin!{ enthusiasm wherever it ill used.
)This Movini: Picture l\foehine which l want to 1~nd
you FREE, give• clear and life-like Movinir Picture1 as are
ehowo at nn}' re11:ular Moving Picture 1how. It 8 ashe1
moving pictures on the 1heot before you.. This M1>cbi.ne
and Box of Film are FREE-absolutely free t o every boy in this land 'l!'bO wants to write for
a n Outfit, free to iiirls and free t o older p eople. , . Read MY OFFER below, wl!ic1l 1hows yqu
bow to get thl1 MsrYelou1 M&cbine.
·•

Quit Tobacco
This veteran, S. BLamphere, was addict·
ed to the excessive use
ot tobacco tor macy
years. He wanted to
quit, but needed some·
thing to h elp him.
He l earned ot a free
book that tells about
tobacco bablt and how
o conquer 1t quickly, easily acd safely. In
a recent Jett1ir he wr,ite$: "I have no de·
sire tor tobacco acy nfore. I feel like a new

man."

Any onl) desiring a copy ot tbts nook on
t ob11-cco habit smoking and cbewlnii can
get It free, postpaid, by writing to Edward
J. Woods, TV-103, Station F, New York
City. You wm be surprised and plea•ed.
Look for quieter nerves , s t ron&"er beart, better dlirestiop., iJllproved eyesight, increased
vigor. longer life and otber advanta&"ea 1f
:vou auit col snnino: :vourself.

BOOK ON

DOG DISEASES ,
And How to Feed

"•f!- ·

Haw You Oan' (Jet This ~ Great Moving Picture
Machine-Read M y Wonderful Offer to You
HEB.E IS what

you are to d o in order to get this a ma1inr; Movinit Picture Machine and the ieal
Moving Picturu: Send your name and addren-that la all. Write name and adclreaf very plainly.
Mail to-day. As 1oon as I receive it I will mail y ou 20 of the moat beautiful premium pictures you
ever saw-all brilllant and ~himmerinir oolqrs. Theee picturea are printed in . mai:ty 0910111 and
among the titlae are 1uoh 1ul5i•cts aa " B•l•11 R o•• Meltin1 lh• l'irol Ammcan 'laq"-"W&fhington at
Home, "-"BaUI• of Lake Eru," etc. I want you to dietribute these remium ioture1 on a apecial
30--cent offer &monit tho people you" know. Whea you
have distriliuted the 20 pramiu'1l pictures on my liberal
offer you will ltave collected $6.00. Send the
$6 .00 to me and I will immediately send yo u
••
FREE the Moving Picture Machine with comGood for Moving Picture Offor
plete Outfit and the Box of Film.
Simply 011t out Jblll Free C oupon.
60.U98 of the1e machines hue made
Pill It to• 1lieet ot 11iwer. mall to Ille
1!§8,00CJ boys happy, Answer at o n c e .
wltb your name and &(1dreu wrttte.n
Be the ftrst in ;vour town t o alet one.
p1rJnJy, and I 1'tll eend 1'..0U Qi~ ZO
M. CROFTON, S ecy.,
l'losures l"t qnce._ Addr• ~ 't
4ld Stroot, Dept.~53,. N e w York
M. CROFTON. See,-.·
'15 W. 4U St.. Oepl. 253, , Now ~-

Free Ooupon

Auioa's

°"

M:alled fret ie
addreu
tile ..6.atll•r

•1

PitHtr
IL CLAY GLOVER CO. , Inc.,
Dec Medlel"s 118 Weal 31st Street, New Ywk

Gel Rid
of That

FAT

FREE TRIAL TREATMENT

Sent on request. .Ask for m,
"pay-when-reduced" ofl'er. Mr
treatment has reduced at the rat\.
of a pound a day. No dietill&". no
eii:erclse; absolutely safe and 11ur<1
metbod. Let me f$cnd you proof
at my expense. Dr.:&. NEWMAN, L~aed
PhyBicla.n, State New Yt>rlr 21\G Flftb 4ve,.
New York, Desk A-82<.

.

THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76
-LATEST

ISSUES~

952 The Liberty Boys at Reedy Fork; or, Keeplnl!' the Br:ltlsh
Puzzled.

953 The Liberty Boys and "Captain Jack;" or, Learnlnir the

Enemy's Plans.

954 The Liberty Boys at Basltlng Ridge; or, The Loss of General

Lee.

955 The Liberty Boys Holding Quin tan's Bridge; or, Repuls 1ng

Ra n gers and Regulars.

95G The Liberty Boys and Barren Hill; or, Fighting with La·

fayette.
9117 The Liberty Boys Under Fire ; or, The "Rebel" Girl of
,
Ca"' Jina.
958 The Liberty Boys' Hard Times; or, The Massacre of Buford s
.
Command.
959 The Libeuty Boys and the Mad Provost; or, Caught In the
Reign cit Terror.
960 Tbe Liberty Boy's Crack Shots; or, The Capture of Ph1la·
delphla.
961. The Liberty Boys' Gun Squad; or, Hot Work on the Hl!l1.
962. The Liberty Boys' War Trail; or, Hunting Down the Red·
skins.
Vor sale by all newsdealers, or wUl be seht to any address on

963. The Liberty Boys and Captain Talbot; or. The Fire BrlS of
,
the Hudson.
964 The Liberty Boys tn Winter Quarters; or, Skirmishing in tbe
$now.
965 The Liberty Boys and the Terror; or, The Masked Spy of
Harlem Heights.
966 The Liberty Boys on' the Rapid Anna; or, The Fight at
Raccoon Ford.
967 The Liberty Boys' Fierce Retreat; or, Driven o•t of Manhattan.
968 The Liberty Boys with Hand's Riftemen; or, The Flight of
the Hessians.
969 The Liberty Boy1 at Tarrant'• Tavern; or, Surprised by
Tarleton.
970 The Liberty Boys' Drum Beat; or, Calling Out the Patr:lots.
971 The Liberty Boys In a Tight Place; or, Dick Slater's Lucky
Shot.
972 The Liberty Boys Settling Old Scores; or, The Capture of
General Prescott.
978 ThQ Liberty Boys and Trumpe,ter Barney; or, The Brave
Bugler's Defiance.
9n The Liberty Boys In Irons; or, Caught on a Prison Ship.
975 The Liberty Boys and the Refugees; or, The Escape at Battle
Pass.
recetpt of price, 6 cents per copy, tn money or pastege stamps, by
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HAND BOOKS

No. CO. HOW TO BECOME A PROTOG·
No. 46. HOW TO MAKE A.ND USE ELECTRICITY.-A description of the wonderful BAPBER.-Contalnlng useful Information
u ses of electricity and electro magnetism; to- regarding the Camera and how to work lt;
getber with full Instructions for making also how to make Photographic Magic LanElectric Toys, Batteries, etc. ,By George tern Slldes and other Transparencies. HandTrebel, A.M., M.D. Containing oTer ft!ty 11· somely 111nstrate4.
No. 62. HOW TO BECOME A WEST
lustratlons.
No. 47. now TO BREAK, RIDE AND POINT MILITARY CADET,-E:tplalns how
DRIVE A HORSE.- A complete treatise on to gain admittance, course of Study, Exall!!the horse. Describing the most useful horses nations._ Duties! Staff o! Officers, 'Pon Guard{
for business, the best horses for the road; Police itegulat on1, Fire Department, and al
also valuab1e recipes !or disease& peculiar to a boy should, know to be a cadet. By Lu
Senarens.
the horse.
No. 113. HOW TO BECOME A. NATAL
No. 48. HOW TO BUILD AND 84.IL
CADET.-Complete Instructions of how to
containboys,
for
book
handy
CANOES.-A
Ing full directions for const1'1lctlnf canoes gain admission to the Annapolis NaTal Acadand the most popular manner o sailing emy. Also containing the course of lnstructlon, de1crlptlon of grounds and buildings,
tllem. Fully illustrated.
No. 49. HOW TO DEBATE.-Glvlns rules historical sketch, and everythlnJ a boy
ftir conducting debates, outlines for debates, abould know to become an officer in tllo
·<t
question!!" for discussion, and the best United lltates Navy. By Lu Senarens.
No. u . HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL
so\irces for procuring Information on the
IllACHINES.-Containlns full directions tor
questi'1n given.
No 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND making electrical machines, Induction collsi
ANIMALS.- A valuable book, giving lnstruc- dynamos, and many novel toys to be workea
ttons In collecting, preparing, mounting and by electricity, By R. A. R. Bennet. Fully
illustrated.
preserving birds, animals and Insects.
No. 65. MULDOON'S. JOKES.-The most
. IC.,,.S WITH
No. 51. How To Do TR
ll h
b
j
...
CARDS.-Contalnlng explanations , ot the original olte ook ever pub s ed, and It Is
of wit a:nd hum.or. It contains a
brimful
appllgeneral principles of sleight-of-hand
cable to card tricks; of card tr:lcks with large collection of songs, jokes, conltndrum1,
ordinary cards, and not requiring slel .. ht- etc,, of Terren~ Muldoon, the great wit, :ituti al j o k er qt the d ay.
d
1t
"
of-hand; of tricks Involving sleight-of-hand, mor s ' an prac c
No. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLES.-Conor the use of s pecially prepared cards. ll·
tainlng over three hundred Interesting puz~
luf;trated.
No. 5Z. HOW TO PLAY <JARDS. -Glvtng zles and conundrums, with key to same. A
t he rules nnd full directions for playing complete book. Fully muatrated.
No. e'f. HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL
Forty-Five,
Casino,
Cribbage,
Euchr"e,
Rounce, Pet!ro Sancho, Draw Poker, Auction TRICKS.-Contalnlng a large collection of
and highly amusing electrical
Instructive
~It ch, All Fours, and many other 'POPUiar
tricks, together with Ulutratlons. By A.
games of cards.
No. 53. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS.-A Anderson.
HOW TO DO CHEMICAL
No. 6ll.
wonrlerful little book. telllng you bow to
write to your •wectheart. your father, moth- TltIClKS.-Contalnlng onr one hundred
er sister, brother. employer; and, In fact, highly amusln&r and Instructive tricks with
everybody and anybody you wish to write chemicals. By A. Andel"6on. Handsomely
mustrated.
to.
No. 69• HOW TO DO SLEIGHT-OFNo. 54. HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE
PETS.·-Giving complete Information as to 1 HAND.-Contalnlng over llfty of the latest
tbe manner and method of raising, keeping, and best tricks •Bed by ma&iclans. Also
d ,1, ht F 1
t ,.
th
lnl
taming, breeding, and manq.glng all kinds
ul Y
of pets; also glTing full Instructions for con ta ng e secre 0 • secon 8 g •
making cage~. etc. Fully explained by Illustrated.
TOYS.MAGIC
MAKE
TO
HOW
'70,
No.
twenty-eight 111ustrations.
No. 55. HO'V TO COLLECT STAMPS Containing full directions for making Magic
AND COINS.-Containlng valuable informa- Toya and devices of many kinds. Fully 11·
t!on re11rarding the collecting and arranging lustrated.
No. 'fl. HOW TO DO MECHANICAL
of s tamps and coins. Handsomely musTRICKS.-ConWnlng complete illustrations
trated.
No. 56. HOW TO BECOME AN EN- for performing oTer sixty Mechanical Tricks.
GINEER.-Contalnlng full Instructions how Fully IJl11strated.
No. 72. HOW TO DO SIXTY TRICKS
to become a locomotive engineer; also dlrectlons for building a model locomotive; to- WITH CARDS.-Embraclng all of tbe latest
getber witb a full description of everything and most deceptive card tricks, with mustrations.
an engineer should know.
For sale by all newsdealers. or wlll be sent to any address on receipt of price, lOc. per copy,

FRANK TOUSEY. Publisher.
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lfo. 'f8. HOW TO DO TBICB:S WITH
NUMBERl!l.-Show!ng many curious trick•
with figures and the magic ot numbers. By
A. Anderson. Fully Illustrated .
No. 74. HOW TO WRITE LETTEBl!I
CORRECTLY.-Contalnlnir full Instruction•
for writing letter• on almost any subject;
also rules for punctuation and composition.
with specimen letters.
No. 'fll. HOW TO BECOME A CONJURER,
-Containing tricks with Dominoes, Dice
Embracing
Cups and BallsJ Hate, et.c.
thirty-six 11lustratlon1. By A. .A.nderso11.
No. 'f8. HOW TO TELL FOBTUNEl!I BY
THE llAND.-ConWntng rules .for telllnS
fortunes by the aid o! Jtne1 of the hand, or
the secret of palmistry. .A.110 tbe secret of
telling future ennts b;r aid of molea, m.arll:a,
scars, etc. Illustrated.•
No. 'f1. HOW TO DO FOBTY TBICJ[l!I
WITH CARDS.-Contalnlnir deceptlTe Card
Tricks as performed by Jeadlns conj•rera
and magicians. Arranged !or home anau...
1
ment. Fully lllnstrated.
No. 78. HOW TO DO THE BLACK A.BT,
the
of
description
-Containing a complete
mysteries of Magic and Slelght·o!-hand. together with many wonderful experiment&.
By A. Anderson. IllustrAted.
No. 79. HOW TO BECOME AN ACTOR.
-Containing complete Instructions bow to
make up for various characters on the atage;
Man·
Stage
of the
dutiesArtist
with tbeScenic
together
PropertJ'
and
ager, Prompter,
Man.
No. so. GUS WILLIAMS' JOKE BOOK.Containing the latest jokes, anecdotes and
funny stories of this world-renowned Ger·
man comedian. Sixty-tour pages; handsome
colored cover, containing a half-tone photo
of the author.
No. SI. now TO MESMERIZE.-Contaln·
Ing the most approved method of mesmerIsm; animal magnetism. or, magnetic healing. By Prof. ~eo Hugo Koch, A.C.S., au·
thor of "How to Hypnotize," etc.
No. 82. HOW TO DO PALMISTRY.-Con•
talning the most approved methods of read·
Ins the lines on the hand. together with a
full explanation of their meaning. Also explaining phrenology, and the key of telllng
characters by the bumps on the head. By
Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S. Fully Illustrated.
No. 83. HOW TO HYPNOTIZE.-Contaln·
tng valuable and instructive Information regardlng the science of hypnotism. Also ex•
plaining the most apprond methods which
are employed by the leading hypnotists of
the world. By Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S.
No. 114. HOW TO BECOME AN AUTHOB.
-Containing Information regarding choice
of subjects, the use of words and the man·
ner of preparing and submitting manu·
scripts. Also containing valuable lnforma•
tlon as to the neatness, te!!iblllty and ga•
era! composition of manuscripts.
or 3 for 25c., in money or postage sta111pa, bJI
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